CALENDAR

The deadline for Calendar Items Is Tuesday at noon for the following Issue.

thurs
New York

weekl y events
sun
Boston, MA CLOSET SPACE (WCAS
AM-740). Join co-hosts Muffy Wheeler and Joe
Martin and their guests at 10am.
Boston, MA - Gay Recreational Activities
Committee (GRAC) will be sponsoring roller
skat ing every Sunday. Call 282-9161 for
details.
Boston, MA - Italian Lesbians Potluck & discussion on the 3rd Sun. of every month.
4-6pm. Call 776-4185.
Newburyport, MA - Newspace women's coffeehouse, 8-11pm, YWCA, 13 Market St.
Boston, MA - Chiltern Men' s Basketball.
Lindemann Ctr. (Gov't Ctr.) Beginners 3·
4:30pm; experienced 4:30-6pm. Info 227-6167.
Boston, MA - Gay AIAnon meets at Old West
Church, 131 Cambridge St. Gay men and
women. 1pm.
Boston, MA - Gay AA meets at Old West
Church, 131 Cambridge St. Gay men &
women. 2:30pm.

mon
Boston, MA - Gay Light Support Group for
high school and colle11e age women who are
or are considering being lesbians. Arlington
St. Church, 355 Boylston. 7-9pm. Join us for
raps, projects and outings.
Morristown, NJ - Gay Activists Alliance in
Morris County meeting at the Unitarian Fellowship, Normandy Heights Rd. 8:30pm (201)
691-0388.
Quincy, MA - Gay AIAnon meets at 8:30pm.
Gay women & men. Call 773-2025 after 6pm for
info.

tues
Cambridge,

MA - Daugh ters of Bilitis, organization for women, has discussion group
every Tuesday at the Old Cambridge Baptist
Church 1151 MassAve.8p m.Call661·36 33for
information on DOB activities.
Boston, MA - GAY WAY (WBUR 90.9FM).
Join co-hosts Ann Maguire and David Socia
and their guests at 8:30pm.
White Plains, NY - Westchester Gay Men's
Association weekly rap se$sion and social at
255 Grove St. 8-11pm.

wed

Boston, MA - OUT HERE! Evening rap group
organized by and for lesbian and gay youth
14-21 years old. Arlington St. Church, 355
Boylston. 7-9pm. Join us for an alternative to
the bars to meet and talk about our lives.
New York, NY - Chelsea Gay Association
(last Wednesday only) meeting and coffeehouse at St. Peter's Church, 346 W. 20th St.
924-9434.

□

□
□

□

frl

Boston, MA - GCN needs volunteers to send
out the paper to subscribers. Refreshments &
merriment, from 6pm on, 22 Bromfield. .
·
New Bedford, MA - Support Group for Gay
Women, meets at Women's Center, 15 Chest·
nut St. 7pm, 996-3341 .

sat

Boston, MA - OUT HERE! for lesbians and
gay youth 14-21 meets from noon to 5pm at
the Arlington St. Church, 355 Boylston. Join
us for outings, raps, and projects.

**** '*
oct *****
22 mon

Cambridge, MA - Lesbian Task Force of the
Boston chapter of N.O.W. (Nat. Org. of Women) will meet at 99 Bishop Allen Dr., Central
Square, 6:30pm. All women welcome.
661-6015.
Boston, MA - Open Forum on Abortion and
the law, with Nancy Gertner and Kathy Galvin.
B.U. College of Lib. Arts, 725 Comm Ave. 8pm.
542-5415.

23 tues

MA - Project Place Wednesday
evening orientation meeting. Learn about our
counseling services and trainings. 6pm. Info:
262-3740.

26 fri

cillor Sandra Graham at 7 Exeter Park. 7:30pm.
Info: 868-5649.
'
New York, NY - 'Lesbian Masquerade,' some
lesbians in early San Francisco who pas.sed
as men, a talk with slides to benefit the Lesbian Herstory Archives and the S.F. Lesbian
and Gay History Project. St. Peter's Church,
346 W. 20th St. 8pm. $2 donation, more if/ less
if.
Boston, MA - Important meeting for lesbians
and gay men concerned about media coverage of the March on Washln8ton. GCN office,
22 Bromfield (2nd floor). 7:3 pm.
.

27 sat

Cambridge, MA - Card and game night for
men at ClearSpace, 485 Mass Ave (4th floor)
Boston, MA - Gay men and lesbians of
8pm. All men are welcome.
GayAA Invite all lesbians and gay men to a
Bellows Falls, VT - Eat, Drink and be Mary at
Halloween Dance at Old West Church, 131
Andrews Inn (On The Square), Tonight South- · Cambridge St. 9:30pm-2am. $3 donation. Cosern Vermont Lesbian/Gay Men's Coalition
tumes encouraged.
offers a free coffeehouse . .
Cambridge, MA - YWCA Women's ConferNew Yotk, NY - DONT (Dykes Opposed to
ence: women making choices and taking conNuclear Technology) Conference, weekend of
trol. Workshops on feminism and third world
Oct 26-28. Call (212) 873-4121 for info. Womanwomen,
women's
alcoholism,
lesbian
books, 201 W. 92nd St. Workshops, demonmothers and other non-traditional parenting,
strations on Wall St., concert.
women's health etc. Info: 536-7940, ext. 21 .
Register early.
~
Cambridge, MA - Angry Arts film series at
the Red Bookstore, 136 River St., Tonight thru
Ipswich, MA - Women's Old Fashioned
. Sunday: 'Wilmington 10,' documentary on
Halloween Party. Apple dunking, decorations,
black experience In USA and Africa. 7:30pm.
prize for best costume, potluck party .foods.
$1.50 donation.
BYOB. $1 donation. Call 356-2497 or ClearSpace 876-0215 for directions or to get a ride.
Boston, MA - Chiltern f)1en's Swimming.
EVERY Friday: 6-7pm for over 40 only, 7-9pm
Boston, MA - Chiltern Mt. Club walking tour
for all ages. Lindemann Center (Gov't Ctr.) of Beacon HIii. Call Sturgis Haskins 227-6167
Info: 227-6167.
for info.
Chicago, IL - National Conference on Gay
New York, NY - Med'usa's Revenge Autumn
and Lesbian Issues, Oct 26-28, at the Conrad
Flea Market with food, drink, non-stop music
. Hilton, sponsored by the Oasis Center for
and surprises! FREE! Open to ALL! 10
Human Potential and by Dignity/Chicago.
Bleecker St. 11am-8pm.
Hartford, CT - Fourth Men's Conference.
Films and workshops on changing roles of
men and women, the expression of sexuality,
Cambridge, MA - ClearSpace Community
masculinity etc. Nov 2-4. Register by today,
Center, 485 Mass Ave, will hold elections for
Oct 26. Cali (203) 249-7691.
'
male and female co-coordinators at 3pm. All
Cambridge, MA - AmTikva slides and talk members are welcome.
about the 1979 International Conference on
Boston, MA - Chiltern Mountain Club. Two
Lesbian and Gay Jews in Israel. For info call
separate events: a woodland walk in central
524-1890.
, Mass (call Robert at _(617) 492-6333_ for info)'
Boston, MA - Fabulous Haloween Dance will · and a hike on SchoodIc Mt. In Franklin, Maine
be given by the Committee for Gay Youth . (call David Cadigan at (207) 422-3000 for Info).
7-11pm. Old West Church, 131 Cambridge St.
Boston, MA - Boston Unitarian Universalist
Faggots and fairies and dykes (oh my!) 21 and
Lesbians and Gays. 'What do you do when
under only. .
you're lonely?' Arlington St. Church, 355
Boylston, 7pm ..
Cambridge, MA - GaY ano L&s~1an
Darice at Phillips Brooks House In
Harvard Yar-1. 9 - -1. $2 donation.
Bost0cn, MA - 'At noon' (Channel 7, WNAC)
will air a segment entitled 'Parents of Gay
Boston, MA - Mass. Gay Political Caucus Children'
at noon. ~embers of the lesbian and
will be meeting at Glad Day Book Shop, 22 gay community
Bromfield (2nd floor) to talk about the Boston as part of the ar&invlted to attend the show
elections & about 1980 gay rights bills. All are question and studio audience. There will be a
welcome. 7:30pm. Ir.lo: 242-3544 (late even- ask for Leah. answei period. Info: 725-2985,
ings best). '
·
Pawtucket, RI Cambridge, MA - Cambridge Gay Political Bobby's Rollerway, Gayrollerway Night at
Caucus is havina a coffee hour for City Coun- 7:30pm. Sponsored by 1593 Newport Ave.
Gay Community Servic!l_s of RI. Info: (401) 728-6023.

28 sun

New York, NY - West· Side Discussion
Group. Aftermath of the March on Washington with Betty Santoro of LFL. 26 9th Ave.
8:30pm. All women welcome. $2 contribution.
Social hour and refreshments.
Cambridge, MA - Red Bookstore Forum
Series on Women. Guardian Women's Tour
slide show on Cuba. 136 River St. (Central
Sq.), 7pm. 50;.
.
.Cambridge, MA Women's Community
Health Center self-help group on menopause.
Open to women of all ages. Registration required. Call 547-2302 for further Information.
Sa/em, MA, North Sh~re Gay Alliance ·
(NSGA) is sponsoring the film Word Is Out.
Salem Five Community Auditorium, 211 Essex
St. 7:30pm.

24we
d
Boston,

25 thurs

New York, NY - Chelsea Gay Association
film series: 'Wctim' with Dirk Bogarde. 164 W.
21st St, 8:30pm.
New York, NY - Gay Women's Alternativ~.
Rosetta Reitz, author of Menopause: A Pos,five Approach, will talk about blues women
Bessie Smith, Billie Holliday and others. Universalist Church, 76th and Central Park West,
8pm .. AII women welcome.

29mo n

SUBSCRIPTIONS KEEP US HEALTHY! SUBSCRIBE NOW!
.
All subscriptions are sent m sealed, plain envelopes. Make check ~r

New

□ Renewal

□

NY - West Side Discussion
Group. Me'n•s and women's discl!sslons. 26
Ninth Ave. 8:30pm. Social hour with refreshments follows. $2 donation.
New York NY - Gay Activists Alliance regulat meetin'g at 339 Lafayette St. (near Houston)
8:30om. All are welcome. Free!
Cambridge, MA - Support group for lesbians
with children at Cambridge Women's Center,
46 Pleasant, 8-10pm.
Boston, MA - GCN proofreading and layout.
No experience necessary. Come by for a few
hours between 4 & 10pm. 22 Bromfield.
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Organizers Mee t with
Whi te Hou se Aide s
By Leslie Morris
WASHINGT ON, DC - Representatives of the March on Washington organizing committee and
representatives from other gay organizations met on Oct. 15 with
Jane Wales, an assistant to President Carter's special advisor
on special
interest groups;
Robert Malson, Associate Director
of Domestic Policy; Nat Scurry,
Assistant to the Director for Civil
Rights in the Office of Management and Budget; and Jim Dyke,
an Assistant to Vice President Walter Mondale.
Beverly Jackson, a black lesbian
mother from Jacksonville, Flor] ida, and Eric Rofes, a gay school-2 teacher from Boston, were the
.:;: delegation's spokespersons. In her
~ opening statement to the White
House aides, Jackson stated, "We
reaffirm our commitment to
human rights. Gay pride can turn
into gay politics." Jackson presented the demands of the March
on Washington and demanded that
the Presiden·t issue an Executive
Order barring discrimination
ByRickHilleg as
cisco, and Washington. Smaller Methodists, Dignity, Integrity, against lesbians and gay men in the
WASHINGT ON, DC - More contingents and people with Metropolitan Community Church, Federal Government,
the military,
than 100,000 people marched and handsigns represented smaller and Jewish Gays.- Individuals car- and
federally-contracted private
rallied in Washington on Sun., cities such as Clarksville, KY, ried handsigns such as Gay Envi- employment.
Oct. 14, demanding "an end to all Lansing, MI, Pawtucket, RI, and ronmental Chemists, Country
Jane Wales questioned Jackson
social, economic, judicial, and Watertown, NY.
Faggot, and I Know You Know.
on what specific anti-lesbian and
legal oppression of Lesbian and
Groups that marched included
Two predominantl y straight or- gay laws the President could opGay people." More than a year's the Illinois Gay Task Force, Gay ganizations, the New York Revolupose and Jackson formally replanning culminated in this first Farm Workers, Abortion Rights tionary Socialist League (RSL) and
quested that the_President oppose
nationalgayri ghtsdemonstr ation. Movement of Women's Libera-. the Workers World Party, brought
At noon, starting at the Mall tion, Gertrude Stein Democratic large contingents. Each carried
opposite the Smithsonian, the Club, Gays and Lesbians of APL- several megaphones and scores of
marchers
proceeded
down CIO, Lesbian Herstory Archive~. printed banners. While assembling
Pennsylvania A venue and 17th Gay Dads, . Lambda (NH) Gay before the march, RSL members
Street to the rally grounds in front - Youth, Broome County (NY) Gay chahted "Gay Rights are Gay
of the Washington Monument. Alliance, National Lawyers Guild, Riots" until march organizers
The larger contingents came from and Gay Caucus of Members of the warned them that the Houston
New York state, MaSiiachusetts, American Psychiatric Association,
Conference which had planned the
By Ji/Clark
California, and Texas. Contin- Campus groups marched repre- march had overwhelmingly voted
WASHINGT ON, DC- ''Welgents, each numbering from a senting, among others, the Univer- for a non-violent demonstratio n come to your historic first National
couple score to several hundred, sity of Iowa, State University of and proscribed violent chants. Third World Lesbian/Gay Conrepresented Birmingham, Boston, New York, Sarah Lawrence Col- March marshalls reported that ference - not a conference, not
.Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, lege, Stanford, and Harvard- during the march RSL members the conference, but your conferHouston,
Indianapolis,
Los Radcliffe. Several religious groups tried to provoke the police with ence. . . . It will be as Latin, as
Angeles, Madison, Milwaukee, marched, including Gay Mormons homophobic taunts such as, "I bet Asian, as American Indian, as
New York, St. Louis, San Fran- United,
Affirmation
United you want to suck on this, don't black, as third world as we each
you?" The Workers World Party make it. If your needs are not being
distributed literature featuring reflected- speak up .... "
homophobic
pictures
"Divided we can only gripe
and
cartoons.
about our oppressjon. United we
Spectators along the march can overcome our oppression."
route were mostly friendly, though
These were the greetings given to
three tear gas canisters landed approximately 600 participants in
among the rearmost marchers and the workshops and ethnic caucuses
two men carrying "Repent or of the first National Conference
Perish" and "Jesus Saves From for Third World Lesbians and
Hell" signs confronted marchers Gays on October 12 to 15. The puropposite the White House. Outside poses of the conference, as stated
the Rayburn House Office Build- by its planners in the National Cauing some 100 Christians prayed cus of Black Gays(NCBG) , were to
that gay people would repent.
establish a national political service
The rally started at 2:00, even organization that would reflect the
though half the marchers had not · concerns and needs of lesbians and
yet entered the rally grounds. gays who are part of a racial or
Standing closely packed in the ethnic minority in this country; to
muddy grass for four hours, the . pass resolutions which reflected
crowd stretched from 17th Street the goals or stated the demands of
back
to
the
Washing ton different ethnic or racial caucuses
Monument.
which convened during the
Comic Robin Tyler and march
Transportatio n Offjce coordinator
Ray Hill emceed the rally. Speakers
included National Gay Task Force
co-director Lucia Valeska, National Organization of Women (NOW)
president Eleanor Smeal, NOW
vice-president Arlie Scott, San
Francisco City Supervisor Harry
Britt, co-sponsors of the national
gay rights bill Representatives Ted
Weiss (D-NY) and Phillip Burton
(D-CA), and poets Allen Ginsberg
and Audre Lord. Entertainers
included Meg Christian, Holly
] Near, Tom Robinson, Blackberri,
0 and Gotham.
Three themes dominated the
·
Continued on Page 9

100,000 March
in Washington

the anti-gay McDonald Resolution
(House Concurrent Resolution
166) recently introduced in Congress. Wales then told the delegation that the McDonald Bill "is not
going to go anyplace . . Congressmen would rather not deal with
these kinds of issues. McDonald
really doesn't have much support
for the bill."
Rofes focused his remarks on the
recent changes in immigration
policy for lesbians and gay men.
He cited the recent refusal of the
Public Health Service to give psychiatric examinations if they will
result in the exclusion of an alien
from this country solely due to
his/her sexuality, and the_lJnmgration and Naturalization Service's
(INS) recent directive to no longer
hold exclusionary hearings for gay
aliens. Rofes state<;_I, "Despite
these recent concessions on immigration matters, INS policy falls
seriously short of guaranteeing our
lesbian sisters and gay brothers
from outside this country entry
into the U.S." Rofes demanded
that the INS Commissioner issue
implementatio n information on
current policy to border officials
throughout the nation and insist
that they "not inquire into a person-•s sexuality, or encourage lesbians arid gay men to withdraw
their application to enter the U.S.''
He also demanded that the INS
Continued on Page 9

Third World

Collference Meet-.s
weekend; to build a communications network of third world lesbian/ gay organizations and individuals, closing "the gaps which currently separate the east from the
west, the Asians from the American Indians, the women from the
men." Conference planners also
envisioned a weekend of "confronting the issues of racism, sexism, slassism among, by and
against racial/ ethnic minorities.''
How closely did the conference
resemble the vision of NCGB? "I
was totally impressed,'' was the enthusiastic response of Barbara
Smith. "There were so many black
and third world lesbian and gay
people there. It was one of the few
times I've been to an event where I
didn't feel I° was in the minority.
That was really gratifying. . ..
They [heterosexual third world
people] can't tell the lie that we
don't exist."
Smith, herself a black feminist,
recalled being particularly moved
by black feminist poet Audre
Lorde, Saturday night's keynote
speaker. "She said that it's really
important that we don't use differContinued on Page 9

News Notes
quote of the week

lesbian gets visitation rights

working wives become lesbians?

"Most partisans looking for a champion in
Trenton [NJ] would have the good sense to steer clear
of [State Sen.] Joseph Maressa [D-Waterford Twp.].
He has no clout and swings no votes. Indeed, this
floundering and ineffectual man - who styles himself a populist country lawyer - is so disdained in
Trenton that his endorsement is more likely so sink a
cause then to save it ... Maressa's problem is not so
much that he is evil as that he is sneaky, self-interested, and basically unprincipled."
-Excerpted from a review of New Jersey legislators, in which the people's representatives in the
State Capitol at Trenton were separated into "the
Best" and "The Worst." Maressa, who led assaults
against pornography, abortion, and homosexuality in
the legislature, was labeled one of "The Worst" in
October issue of New Jersey Monthly magazine.

PORTLAND, OR - The Oregon Court of Appeals
has upheld a lower court ruling which removes custody of Karin Jean Ashling's children from her. However, the court overturned a ·Iower court ruling allowing her only limited visitation rights.
Cooperating attorney Dominick Vetri of the
American Civil Liberties Union told the Oregon Gay
Rights Report that "the case is immensely helpful to
gay parents" in that it "establishes that the courts
may not restrict visitation merely because a parent is
gay or because gay friends may be present." The
lower court had denied Ashling custody of her children "for reasons other than [her] homosexuality."
The Court of Appeals stated that "the mother
has had sexual relations in the privacy of her bedroom when the children were in her home, but not in
their presence ... So long as the mother's sexual
practices remain discreet - a requirement whatever
the sexual preferences of the parties might be - and
the presence of lesbians in the home from time to
time does not of itself create difficulties for the children ... the [visitation] restriction [ordered by the
lower court] is inappropriate."
Vetri said it was significant that the appeals
court equated the sexual practices of homosexual
and heterosexual people.

DUBLIN, IRELAND - A recent statement by a
leading Irish political economist, Prof. Louis Smith of
University College, Dublin, has provoked the ire of
lesbians and feminists. Smith said that married
women who takes on jobs outside the home could
develop "lesbian tendencies" and at the same time
risk neglecting their children and risk becoming antimale.
Smith's views of married working women made
the front page of the Irish Independent, prompting
women's rights campaigner Nuala Fennell to term
Smith "a very ignorant Irishman."
"I think he wants women to be not only subservient to men - but also to be barefooted, povertystricken, and possibly hungry."
Joni Sheerin of Liberation for Irish Lesbians told
London's Gay News her initial reaction was one of
outright Jaughter. "If the man wants to be so stupid,
who am I to argue with him? And if he's right, maybe
we ought to put the· fear of God into him and encourage lots more women to go out to work."

rape victim gets probation
KISSIMMEE, FL - Laura McIntyre, 15, has been
sentenced to probation after being convicted of manslaughter for shooting her stepfather to deatti after
he raped her. David Lee McIntyre was alleged to have
fondled the young woman since she was 13 years old,
and she testified that he raped her on five occasions.
Last March 21, she closed her eyes and shot her stepfather when he attempted to rape her a sixth time.
Osceola County Judge Russell Thacker said of
Laura, "She hasn't shown much remorse and I don't
know why." When the judge announced his decision
to place her on probation until she is 19 years old, he
told her, "I think you did wrong and I don't mind
telling you so, Laura."

women cadets harassed
NEW LONDON, CT - The 14 women seniors at
the Coast Guard Academy here claim that, in addition
to having endured the rigorous studies of the Academy over the past three years, they have also suffered
harassment at the hands of the male cadets. They
said that the most blatant harassment came at the
hands of the all-male class that graduated this year.
That harassment, the women said, included "offensive remarks" and vandalism of the rooms in which
the women live.
·

gay media alliance forms
NEW YORK, NY - Fred Goldhaber, Art Gursch,
Wally Hoffman, R. Paul Martin, Billy Schoell, and
Wayne Sunday, who previously worked with the
Media Committee of Gay Activists Alliance, have
formed the Gay Media Alliance.
All the founding members are volunteers. In a
press release announcing the formation of the group,
a spokesperson said, "In short, we see our duties as
being these: to address issues relating to gay liberation in the media, and to promote greater communication among gay people."
.
·
For information, contact Gay Media Alliance,
P.O. Box 27 Vanderveer Station, Brooklyn, NY 11210.

bantam to publish cruising

NEW YORK, NY - Just six weeks before the
scheduled release of the film Cruising, Bantam
Books plans to release Gerald Walker's novel of the
same name, first published in 1970 by Stein and Day.
Bantam acquired the paperback rights to the book at
an auction conducted by Walker's agent two weeks
before Lorimar Productions and William Friedkin began
filming in Greenwich Village.
ab()rtion action week looms
Bantam Books' · Associate Editor Marilyn
BOSTON, MA - Abortion Action Week has been
Abraham said, "We believe Cruising has been a, book
scheduled for Oct. 22-29, and local abortion rights
ahead of its time in its haunting, no-holds-barred look
and women's groups across the country will hold
at a particularly violent and bizarre expression of
rallies, demonstrations, teach-ins, dances, and other
homophobia. The novel's view of homophobia is cerevents "to visibly affirm women's reproductive
tainly controversial and frequently misunderstood.
rights."
But now that we're bringing the book back into print
The Massachusetts Abortion Rights Action
everyone can read it and form his or her own
League has scheduled political skills workshops in
/
Springfield, Boston, Danvers, and Falmouth. They are opinion."
In its press release announcing the January pubalso sponsoring a post-card campaign to legislators .
at the national level. To participate, call (617) lication date, Bantam Books cited the "national publicity" generated by the filming of Cruising and the
742-8667.
ensuing
protests by lesbians and gay men because of
The Religious Coalition for Abortion Rights will
hold a commemorative service at 4 p.m. on Oct. 21 at their feeling that the film would likely produce a vioFaneuil Hall Plaza. For information, contact Helen lent anti-gay backlash.
Goldstein at (617) 964-5888.
The Abortion Action Coalition is working on several events, including a fair and rally on Oct. 27. For men's issues/men's lives
additional details, call Leslie Cagan at (617) 661-4815.
HARTFORD, CT - The fourth annual men's conference sponsored by Hill Center will take place Nov.
2 and 3 in Hartford. The theme of the conference is
'we shaJI not be nude'
"Men's Issues/Men's Lives" a(ld its stated purpose is
BOSTON, MA - The art models at the Museum "to provide a forum to examine and explore growing
of Fine Arts are out on strike. On Monday, Oct. 15, up MALE [sic] and the meaning of being men in the
Boston's Guild of Art Models set up picket lines after . everyday world." Opportunities will be offered to
unsuccessful negotiations with the school; strikers examine and share the "variety of experiences and
are demanding a cost of living wage increase and situations in which men are involved and how they
"healthier working conditions."
interpret their roles as friends, fathers, sons,
The models, who have not received a raise in brothers, lovers, and husbands."
three years, earn $4 per hour, even though the naThe cost for both days is $14, which includes
tional average in major cities is over $6 per hour. dinner on Saturday evening. To register, or to obtain ·
Conditions at the Museum School cited as unhealthy additional information, contact Hill Center, Inc., 350
by Guild members include "filth, coldness, and Farmington Ave., Hartford, CT 06105, or call (203)
drafts."
249-7691. Deadline for registration is Oct. 26.
The Museum plans a $28 million addition to its
school, but has claimed that there is not enough
money in the budget to grant a pay increase to emptying the ocean with a spoon
models.
NEW YORK, NY - In what the New York Post
Guild member Clover Ceres said, "Art modeling has described as "a growing scandal," young boys is a skilled and draining profession. Like other work- some as young as eight years old - "are openly
e·rs where the body and nudity are central issues, selling Jheir bodies on the streets of New York."
models are frequently objectified and treated as
One police officer said, "The problem is the laws
expendable. Laborers in the fields of art and erotica and the courts are too .lenient and the police are too
face continual humiliation and degradation while few." He described the situation as being similar to
these institutions profit in the multi-billion dollar "trying to empty the ocean with a spoon."
bracket. A great percentage of models, as well as
Sgt. Phillip Tambasco of the Midtown South
others employed in the art and erotica professions, Public Morals Squad told the Post that his squad
are lesbians and gay men."
aims at getting these boys off the streets and into the
For information about the strike, contact the official system of courts and homes or institutions
Guild of Art Models at (617) 247-2693.
which seek to rehabilitate the young.

seminarians' plans finalize
CAMBRIDGE, _MA - Final plans have been announced for the second Lesbian and Gay Seminarians Conference sponsored by the Harvard Divinity
School Lesbian and Gay Caucus, to take place Nov.
8-11. Keynote speakers include Brian McNaught,
prominent Catholic journalist; Fr. Paul Shanley,
former minister to gays in Boston removed by Cardinal Medeiros; Karen Zeigler, pastor of Brooklyn's
Metropolitan Community Church; and Laud Humphries, sociologist, priest, and author.
Several workshops · have been scheduled
throughout the weekend. Conference organizer Tony
Russo said, "It will be the largest conference of its
kind to date. We are excited to see Harvard University, site of the first college in this country, take the
lead in challenging conventional attitudes towards
homosexuals."
Registration is $25 and may be arranged through
Joy
Christi Przestwor or Rev. Gordon Duggins,
clo Harvard Divinity School Lesbian and Gay Caucus,
45 Francis Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138.

gau slates meet for ucla
LOS ANGELES,CA-Thesixth annualnafionalconference of the Gay Academic Union· (GAU), GAU-6,
wilf be held at the University of California at Los
Angeles (UCLA) Nov. 23-24. The theme of the confer- ·
ence is "The Challenge of the '80s: Our Changing
Lesbian and Gay Culture."
The keynote speakers for GAU-6 are Charlotte
Bunch, feminist theorist and i.yriter, and Malcolm
Boyd, priest and author. Several hundred participants
are expected to attend more than 40 workshops and.
seminars on various topics. In addition, the second
annual GAU Awards Banquet will take place on Nov.
24. At the banquet, the recipients of this year's GAU
Scholarship will be announced.
All events are open to the pub Iic. For registration
or other information, write GAU-6, 856 Westmount #7,
Los Angeles, CA 90069, or call (213) .656-0258. Deadline for registration is Nov. 15.

boonies comes out
PARADISE, NS - Boonies, a "voice for rural
gays," has begun publication in this Nova Scotia
town. The publication has just printed its second
issue and announced the occurrence of an Atlantic
Gay Community Conference in Halifax Nov. 9-12, an
idea which was suggested in its first issue. Boonies
has articles of interest to gays in country living situations and prints a list of other publications which are
of some appeal to rural 9.ays. For information,
contact Boonies, R.R.#1, Paradise, NS.

ptc appoints coordinator
PORTLAND, OR - Portland Town Council, Oregon's largest and oldest gay civil rights organization,·
has announced the appointment of Mary Forst as its
new coordinator.
Forst intends to "make a personal commitment
to changing laws and attitudes so that lesbians and
gay men will have some legal remedy when they're
discriminated against." Her goal is the passage of a
comprehensive Oregon statute forbidding discrimination against gay people in the 1981 legislative session.

mexico offers magazine
MEXICO CITY, DF - A new magazine specifically for a _lesbian audience has made its debut here.
Articles cover matters of interest in Latin American
countries, and the magazine, Circulo Once, lists correspondents in Holland, Spain, Los Angeles, and
Chihuahua and Hidalgo, Mexico. It is available by
subscription only. For information, write Circu/o
Once, Apdo. Postal M-2928, Mexico 1, OF.
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Mass. Lobbyists
Meet the Legislators
Compiled by David Brill
rights bill filed by Reps. Ted
WASHINGTON, _DC - The · Weiss (D-NY) and Henry Wax-

nation's second-ranking political
leader and the sponsor of the Senate's gay rights legislation were
among those officials who met
personally with their Massachusetts gay constituents .on Oct. 15.
Speaker of the House Thomas P.
(Tip) O'Neill, whose district
includes Back Bay, Beacon Hill,
and Cambridge, and U.S. Sen.
Paul E. Tsongas each spent time
with a delegation from the Mas- ·
sachusetts Gay Political Caucus
(PGPC).
l\1eeting with O'Neill

How Many People Were There?
By Ji/ Clark
BOSTON, MA - Just how
large was the Lesbian and Gay
March on . Washington?
25,000? 75,000? Over 100,000?
250,000? And where did that
quarter of a million estimate announced at the rally come from?
Accmding to a National March
organizer who preferred to remain
anonymous, another march organizer overheard a police officer
along the march route exclaim
facetiously, "There must be a
quarter million of these damn
queers!" The organiz.er, mistaking the sarcastic remark for a
legitimate observation, passed it
on to M.C. Robin Tyler on the
rally stage. Tyler, in turn, fed the
misinformation to the crowd, who
ate it up, elated. "It's great to
know that we have outdone the

Pope,'' . quipped Tyler. (She was
referring to the fact that Pope
John Paul II drew less than a
quarter million people on his visit
to DC the previous week.)
-Eric Rofes, a member of the
National March Media Committee, told GCN that if this report is
true, the organizer who conveyed
the message to Tyler did so in violation of rules established by the
committee which required that
such information be given to the
media committee first - the only
body authorized to supply information to the stage and the press.
The Media Committee's final
estimate of the number of people
at the march and rally was
120,000. "At quarter to twelve,"
Rofes said, ''there were only
about 60,000 at the mall. But that ·
was before forty buses from Balti-

more had arrived - and thirty
more from New York. At that
point we told the media, 'There
are more than 50,000 people here
and more coming.' By the time the
march got to the end of the route,
we had counted more than 90,()()();'
The media committee's crowd
estimate was conducted by two
persons stationed at 17th and
Constitution, counting marchers
as they neared the rally site, and
by one person atop the Washington Monument.
GCN spoke with Officer Gentile of the District of Columbia
Police Department, which estimated Sunday's crowd at 75,000.
Gentile said that the DC police,
stationed "at various intersections
just before the [Washington]
Monument," were estimating
Continued on Page 6

Third NAMBLA
Conference -Held in Baltimore
BAL TIM ORE, MD- fheNorth
American Man/Boy Love Association (NAMBLA) held its third
conference in two years on October
13. in Baltimore. The conference
was held in the luxurious 21st floor
conference room of the Baltimore
World Trading Center, where the
Baltimore Gay Alliance (BGA)
held a dance afterwards. NAMBLA
members were given hospitality by
the gay men and lesbians of the
BGA. The conference was not publicized and was by invitation,only.
About 75 persons from 20 states
and Canada attended, including a

number of boys. The national
membership of NAMBLA is now
about 150.
Tom Reeves of Boston, a
founder of NAMBLA, opened the
conference with the topic, "Ethics
of Man/Boy Relationships." He
stressed the need for men who love
boys to develop an identity them. selves rather than accept those advanced by psychiatrists, ministers,
legislators, or judges. "There are
many styles of man/boy love,'' he
said, "but the core of our identity
must be the unashamed love of
.boys as boys. The authentic boy-

love identity is not apologetic, does
not view sex as a temptation, and
does not see the need for therapy or
'help' of any kind to reform or
modify its sexuality. Love of boys
as they are rules out any attempt to
mold boys into what society
expects of 'adults,' and certainly
not into 'normal' heterosexual
men."
Reeves
identified
trustworthiness, frankness
or
openness, caring, imagination and
lightheartedness as key values for
the man/boy love identity. Heapplied these values to the issues of
consent,

power'

prostitution,

cruising, and to the roles often
played by boy lovers sucn as surrogate father, teacher, and social
worker.
The discussion included both
comments in the whole group and
in groups of seven or eight persons
seated around tables. Several men
proposed an alternate identity for
boy lovers: that of pedagogue or
teacher-·in the ancient Greek tradition - with the purpose of guiding and socializing the boy and
initiating him into manhood.
After an invitational conference in Baltimore, members and friends of Others said they were married and
the North American Man/Boy Love Association (NAMBLA) came to did not identify at all as gay men.
Washington to participate in the National March for Lesbian and Gay Many. of .those present countered
that man/boy love is necessarily
Rights.
homosexual. An urgent priority
for NAMBLA is acceptance within
the gay movement and solidarity
with
all gay men and lesbians. SevIn covering the withdrawal of No. 13). It was not, in fact, a
eral boys discussed the natural susGay Activist Alliance/New GA,
-~~ press release, but a
picion of most boys for groups
York (GAA/NY) from the statement issued by members
dominated.by men, as is the case
Coalition for Lesbian and Gay who had resigned from
with .NAMBLA. The boys present
Rights (see GCN Vol. 7, No. GAA/NY; it expressed only the
also spoke of their demands for
12), it was reported that the views of the members who had
total sexual freedom for youth and
withdrawal announcement was resigned, and was not intended
for the recognition of the ability of
issued as a GAA/NY press to reflect an official statement
boys
to consent to sex.
release. That point was ad- of GAA/NY. GCN regrets the
In the afternoon, four men disdressed in a statement issued by inaccuracy and hopes that any
cussed local man/boy love situaGAA/NY and reported in GCN confusion as a result of this has
tions in Maine, Connecticut, New
one week later (see GCNVol. 7, been clarified.

correction-------'------

Continued on Page 6

The meeting with O'Neill was
arran?f"d and attended by Rep.
Barnq Frank, who went to Washington especially to help with the
congressional lobbying. Kirk
O'Donnell,
O'Neill's
legal
counsel, who also attended, is a
former aide to Boston Mayor
Kevin White, as is Frank, and he
talked with the MGPC members
for about 45 minutes before
O'Neill entered.
Among the issues discussed
were HR 2074, the federal gay

man (D-CA), and the employment
prote¢tion bill filed by Sen.
Tsongas. O'Neill said that gays
should come out of the closet,
especially those gays in sensitive
positions, to prove that they are
not susceptible to blackmail. Although he said he wasn't sure of
the need for anti-discrimination
legislation, he stated outright his
opposition
to discrimination
based on sexual preference.
The subject of discrimination
against gay aliens was brought up,
and it was explained that the Justice Department has cited the
"congressional intent" of the
1946 Immigration and Naturalization Act as barring gays at the
American Border. O'Neill said it
certainly wasn't his intent' and
promised to look into the matter
by contacting the appropriate
agency heads. He also asked for a
list of specific incidents of
discrimin~tion against gays in the
military so he could further work
on that issue as well, adding that
Continued on Page 7

News Commentary:

From 'Gay Pride
to Gay Politics'
By Dan Daniel
. WASHINGTON, DC- Lesbi-

a~s and gay men have made history again. On Oct. 14, more than
100,000 lesbians, gay men, friends
and supporters gathered on the
Mall before the nation's Capitol
and marched down Pennsylvania
Avenue in a celebratory demonstration of lesbian and gay pride.
It was the first such national
march ever, and people came to
participate from cities, towns, and ·
villages from Hawaii to Maine and
from countries around the world.
Estimates of attendance figures
are greatly disparate. Different
methods were employed by the
two agencies which . reported
crowd figures: the Metropolitan
D.C. Police and the U.S. Park
Police, and · the disparity in the
estimates and subsequent coverage of the event in the "straight"
media has resulted in lesbian and
gay anger at what many people
feel to be a downplaying of a very
significant event in our history."straight"
Figures reported
by the
.
.

media ranged from 25,000 to
75,000. March organizer Eric ·
Rofes, quoted in the New York
Times, said there were "more
than 100,000" people at .the
march and rally; · Ray Hill and
Robin Tyler, who jointly- performed the duties of MC's, announced from the stage that there
were 250,000 in attendance.
"How does it feel to be part of the
biggest national lesbian and gay
demonstration in history?" _Hill
asked the crowd. The response .
was a cheer almost deafening.
Anita Bryant and Jerry Falwell
were both in Washington- that
weekend, presumably as part of
the ''National Day of Prayer on
Homosexuality" which had been
called for by a coalition of homophobic religious groups. Jesus
People and other assorted Christians were observed on the sidewalks lining the march route,
holding placards urging repentance for lesbians and gay men.
"We'll take your literature if
Continued on Page 7
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asfaras
my eyes
could see
Dear Friends,
Last night I came back from our first national
march on Washington. It was one of the most incredible experiences of my life; gay people as far
as my eyes could see. I have never felt that sense of
solidarity and refuge among gay and lesbian people before. I was extremely moved by the emotional power of the speeches and the crowd's reception
to them.
~ I am concerned,however,about the balance of
anger and love in the speeches at the rally. I feel
that anger can be helpful to empower a group such
as ours and yet it is pointless and destructive if the
purpose of that anger is anything but healing.
Sometimes people get so lost in their rage that it
becomes hatred and the results of that hatred are
destructive to the gay community. I was upset that
the Asian lesbian speaker vented her anger at the
white people in the crowd. I do my best to understand where that rage is coming from, but when it
comes out in the form of a dare it is inappropriate
on an occasion which should be a healing celebration for lesbian and gay people.
I also felt annoyed by the demands placed on
me by Holly Near. There are so many pressures
placed on me as a gay man by society daily that to
come to a rally and hear a woman place equally
strong opposing demands makes me feel crammed
between those two sets of external pressures. I'd
much rather receive encouragement and appreciation for my own struggle. Very little attention
was paid to the struggle that white gay men experience which is no less valid although perhaps less
overwhelming than that which lesbian, third
world lesbian and gay men go through. I am in a
very different position in that as a gay man I can
not receive the same sense of support that lesbians
can receive from their community.
Getting back to love, the subject of love was
almost magically sent to us when we most needed ·
it by Allen Ginsberg, and in a telegram from Joan
Baez. Let us not f~rget that love is what brings us
together as a people and when we go out and relate
to non-gay people regardless of our anger we can
keep the spirit oflove, humor, and joy alive within
ourselves. Without them we are lost!
Jonny Golden
Somerville, MA

naturally .
unnatural
Dear GCN,
In these days of political rhetoric and fanciful
bullshit, it is with a great hesitancy that I attempt
to submit anything as simple as a genuine, heartfelt thank-you note to those persons directly re-'
sponsible in making the March On Washington a
possibility.
First, I must thank Lee Stone because he is the
only coordinator I know personally and who, by
now, must certainly have the tightest buns in the
Boston area because he worked them off helping
to make October 14 a reality.
Second, my thanks goes to all those whom I
don't know who worked just as hard and also
helped to bring me one of the most memorable
days, yet , in my life.
Third, I would like to thank all of those wonderful people with whom I shared the bus ride to
and from Washington. It brought home the realization that we all in our own way, to our own degree are working in the strul{&le to be naturally
"unnatural" and pathologica.lly sick - sick of
accepting second class citizenry.
Thank-you, thank-you,
All of you . . .
with as much Jove as I can pack
into print.
Ralph Kunkel
Roxbury, MA

dictionary
Dear GCN,
The other night, as I was looking up a word in
the dictionary, leafing through, I saw the word
"love." "Love," that elusive, undefinable thing.
I was curious. Here is w~at I read: "love (luv),
n., v. loved, lov-ing. -n.i. a profoundly tender,
passionate affection for a person of the opposite
sex."
This dictionary was given to me by my sister
when she dropped out of her second year of college. I should have seen this as an omen. The
moral: . either convince your sister to stay in
school, or don't buy The Random House Dic-

tionary of the English Language: College Edition, 1968.
,Yours,
Robin Lippincott
Sussex, MA

the era boycott
Dear People:
I recently received an announcement for the
National Conference on Gay and Lesbian Issues,
scheduled for October 26-28 at the Conrad Hilton Hotel in Chicago, Illinois. I am surprised and
disturbed by the location and timing of this
conference.
The Sixth National Conference on Men and
Masculinity will be held October 24-28. Hosted
this year by the Chicago Men's Gathering, this
latter conference is located in Milwaukee, Wisconsin rather than Chicago, Illinois because of
the failure of the Illinois state legislature to ratify
the Equal Rights Amendment.
Many organizations and individuals concerned
with .human rights and sexual equality are supporting a boycott of non-ERA states.
Was your decision to hold an expensive national conference at a major hotel in Illinois at
this time an "oversight" or a conscious political
decision?
I write this open letter with hope that we all
may benefit by public discussion of the issues
raised. I invite your response.
Sincerely,
Eugene London
Santa Monica, CA

towards a
community
DearGCN,
I'm writing as one of the people who helped
plan the recent lesbian/ gay town meeting in Boston. (I'm also writing as someone who still has last
week's dishes and laundry to put away.) First, I
want to thank the paper for covering the meeting.
The article in Vol. 7, No. 12 gave readers a good
idea of what was discussed. I would like to add to
the well-painted journalistic picture of the event a
patch of brighter pigment. I felt that there was a
positive, community-like feeling at the meeting,
especially in the last part, left open for socializing.
I'd also like to thank people at the meeting for
filling out the questionnaires. Over half of those
there filled them out and the response was gratifying. People generally thought the risky authoritarian time limit system worked out ok; it gave
most people a chance to talk and kept things
·
moving.
A more mixed blessing we got was the overwhelming vote for having town meetings ONCE A
MONTH. l'.d love to have a fun-filled community
event that often, but it took an incredible amount
of time and energy to produce "Is There
Community After Sex?" I wonder how the vote
would have gone if the question had been phrased
"How often would you like to have town meetings
if you had to help organize them?" Perhaps in the
near future a regular time, place and format can
be agreed upon; thus each meeting will not take
so much planning to get off the ground. For now
we're aiming our next controversial extravaganza
for three months from now in January of 1980.
One aspect of organizing the town meeting that
we realized was less than perfect was outreach.
Just as it's hard for a man to get women to come to
a mixed event, it's hard for white people to ask
third worlders to an open meeting. Perhaps next
time round we can break the cycle at the beginning. How about hearing-impaired, third world,
physically handicapped, older, blind, younger
people all on the planning committee to do outreach? Nothing works like a member of a subgroup to get friends and associates out to a public
event. We can do better outreach and hopefully
we will.
The first time to get together an·d plan the next
town meeting will be November 14 at 7:30 p.m. in
the Glad Day Book Shop at 22 Bromfield St. in
Boston. I hope people who like what happened in
Old West Church on September 27th will come to
help make the next town meeting happen, and
more importantly, people who didn't like the last
one will come and help make the next one better.
That is exactly how I got hooked from being at
June's meeting to planning September's: I wanted
the chairs to be in a circle instead of in rows.
Towards a community,
DeeMichel
Cambridge, MA

Distribution Manager
GCN needs someone to join our

distribution team (for our local
· di~tribution route). This is a parttime position. Contact Richard
Burns at 426-4469. You'll need
transportation.

GCN welco~es letters lo "Community Voices". If at all possible, your letters should be
l)·ped and double-spaced. Anonymous letters will not be published , but names will be
withheld upon request. Letters should be addressed to Community Voices, GCN, 22

Bromfield St., Boston, MA 02108.
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straight media
Dear GCN:
I would like to share with you a letter which I
sent today to the Director of News of NBC-TV.
To the News Director:
I am writing to you regarding the coverage of
the March on Washington for Gay Rights. My
original letter would have been about the grotesque three-sentence dismissal of the event by
Jessica Savitch on last night's prime-time news.
However, the superb coverage on this morning's
Today show makes the situation more complex.
Let me take the two segments in order.
If Ms. Savitch insists on using the word
"homosexual" - which conveys only whom
people sleep with rather than their proudly
avowed life-style, and which, today, is rather like
calling people Negroes or colored - she should
learn to pronounce the word as though she has
said it before, and not as if each of the five syllables burnt her tongue. As a_newscaster, if not a
writer, she ought to at least give the impression
that she knows something about what she is
saying; her pronounciation of the word "homophobia" made it sound more new and foreign
than any of the arcane Southeast Asian, Chinese,
or African words which newscasters have somehow managed to help the American people feel
to be familiai:., The word homophobia is at least
seven years old, and is a major term in both gay
political writings and in social science research
on gays and attitudes towards gay people. The
placement of the story at least a third through the
newscast, its excessive brevity (it isn't as if the
March wasn't planned months in advance, giving
newspeople plenty of time to find out what it was
about), and the obvious tone of distaste and lack
of understanding conveyed in Ms. Savitch's
voice and posture, were not only highly insulting
to gay people but constituted a serious distortion
of the significance of the event. This all the more
so because football and baseball games eliminated the evening news altogether on the othe.r
major networks. The March on Washington is
the latest outcome of many years of struggle and
dedication, under trying and sometimes
dangerous conditions, of what may be the largest
single minority group (besides Roman Catholics)
in this country to obtain recognition of its
existence, let alone its civil rights. The treatment
of the story on Sunday's news was absolutely
inexcusable. Given the extraordinary power of
the media - a fact not unknown to media
reporters and executives - news coverage of the
March is essential to its effectiveness; the
coverage on last night's news was the media equivalent of burying a legislative bill in committee.
If ever an example of "homophobia" be required, this is it.
The coverage this morning (and I regret I have
forgotten the name of the excellent correspondent) was what should have appeared ·1ast night.
It was succinct, to the point, factual, fairminded. It included an interesting datum - one
which should have been brought to the American
people's attention during prime-time - namely
that the March had nearly as many attendants as
the recent Papal Mass. Numbers are the point.
We are everywhere; and it is the homophobia
(the gay equivalent of racism) of this country
which creates a kind of conspiracy of silence to
deny us the recognition of this fact, a denial
which precludes our obtaining even the minimal
civil rights which other minority groups are belatedly gaining. ,
While I am pleased with this morning's coverage, it is not Jost on me or on other gay people
that the ·number of people who watch Today is
much smaller than the number who watch the
prime-time news. The result is that this morning's coverage - as excellent as it was constitutes the equivalent of tokenism. This is
simply not acceptable. I have no doubt that if the
March had involved violence it would have commanded more coverage. This is a serious indictment of the philosophy of the news media. The
gay movement is in principle a peace movement,
a kind of confrontation without warfare. We insist that the news media consider this newsworthy. It may very well be one of the few historically and socially significant events which can be
freely reported as a piece of "good" news.
We are no longer willing to be treated as invisible. We are not going away. We are tired of being apologetic. And we are everywhere, including, no doubt, your News Department.
Sincerely yours,
Joel D. Hencken
Boston, MA
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Speaking Out
In Search of a Voice
.

By Francesca Jenkins
I am an editor working for an industrial publication that is distributed throughout Latin surface from a macho society, to take a stand culturally and politically; because last on the
America. I was born in Bogota, Colombia, to an American father and a Latin-American totem pole must be the Latin-American lesbian knowing fear and hate a.nd futility more
mother. I am gay and twenty-five years old.
closely even than her own people. This woman's face, her fire, her words, remain. And I
My recent job has renewed my interest in my first language, Spanish. Now, as a lesbian am left wr,iting this letter, thinking that in the midst of so many questions there might be a
from a rich cultural background, I search for identification. I decided to attend the gay direction, an answer for me.
march and rally commemorating Stonewall in New York City June 24th - to stand up and
I have never suffered - enough to take a stand - the pangs of political, or sexual, or
be counted, to find out more about myself.
cultural oppression. I have lived most of my life in this country. I know that most of my
My feelings ran the gamut; and the facts, what solid evidence I might find of the move- . adult and thinking years I have spent looking for a cause, something to fig.ht for with a
ment, were not there for me. Mostly, I left New York City Sunday night, confused and sense of convict.ion.
'
.
'
disappointed.
It occurs to me that this may be a universal problem among those, especially of my
So much occurred, yet very little substance remains with me. Still swirling are: the disco generation, and in this country: that we do not know enough of suffering, that we have,
beat from Sheridan Square to the park to Christopher Street; the banners flashing so many most of us, spent lives too comfortable, not wanting to look outside of ourselves even,
facets of the gay and lesbian movements - Are not lesbians gay?; the scattered chants; where we might find others' suffering and help to alleviate it.
pamphlets promoting every imaginable group - the Spartacist League, Radical Women,
I was not looking for hope June 24th. I know little of hope because I have rarely needed
the Lesbian and Gay Caucus of YouthAgainstWar and Fascism, to name a few; speakers it. But I wanted to find rage, fire, to know it means to be in or near battle. I do not know
who spoke dispassionately and sketchily · about in'dividual rights, Stonewall, gay and· how to fight. I do not know what to fight. ·
I am left again, after so many searches, with the harder choice, my own individual quest,
lesbian, black and white rights, Washington; interruptions by unknown, not impressive
performers, set up, it seemed, in a patronizing way for the less politically concerned, or the after which I may find my place among the test of the human race; I think the best soldiers
more music and party-oriented gays - I heard frequently, "Where's the politics?"; later. · are those that first find and conquer; or attempt to conquer conflict in themselves. The
- the drug and sex and disco-soaked insanity in the Village. A party? A commemoration? truth is also that as I move outside of myself I must discover solid ground, facts, which my
A gay cultural festival? Who was who? Who stood for what? What were we there to do? comfortable life, my comfortable society and government distort; I must see reality, which
What am I fighting for?
can be so subjective these days that life as it truly is, was meant to be, is hardly visible One leader, a few minutes, stands out solid and strong, hinting at a direction - perhaps, before I take a stand.
As I tak~ my first step, I feel a yearning, close to hope, that out there among the many
for me? All but lost, drowned, in the superficial mayhem and often meaningless collage of
June 24th, she is the reason I now try to make sense of it all.
battles and causes, especially in those that• reflect my own private struggles - in the gay
She represented COHLA, the Committee for Homosexual Latin-Americans. I did not movement, for example - there will be a stronger, more solid voice to guide my own.
hear her name at the rally, and afterward, none of the many people I spoke to knew it.
She addressed the ·crowd in Spanish, with a passion and eloquence that either the other. "Speaking Out" is the column designed for the benefit of GCN readers. It is part of our
speakers lacked or were hesitant to share. Eagerness for identification alone did not draw continuing effort to provide a true forum of opinion for the community. We encourage
me. I was struck by both the fire and substance of her speech; its power and meaning were . you to ·send your thoughts, ideas, feelings and comments to us and we encourage you to
soon after butchered by an American translator.
·
·
. respond to any ideas expressed in this space. The opinions expressed in "Speaking Out"
She communicated, perhaps because Latin~Americans have suffered much in their own · do not necessarily reflect the views of the newspaper, the staff or the advertisers. Write
countries the pangs of selfish governments and ignorant reaction - their history is littered c/o Speaking Out, GCN, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, MA 02108.
with cause after lost cause; perhaps because Latin-American women are only beginning to

Community Voices
f

christianity
Dear GCN,
I am moved to comment on Mr. Harris' letter
which appeared in the October 13th issue of
GCN. The letter espouses tolerance for and acceptance of the Pope's visit to the United States.
Mr. Harris says that the· Pope ought to be extended "hospitality" as "representing Vatican
City which is a state in its own right."
Leaving aside the issue of whether or not the
Imperial Palace of the Holy Roman Empire
should be considered to be just another country
like Canada, Mexico or _Zimbawe, I take issue
over the notion that the Pope's visit was just like
that of any other head of state.
I suspect that I will be a very old queer before I
see Prime Minister Thatcher stumping for candidates in Kansas or President Marcos holding
political rallies in Yankee Stadium. Such behavior would rightly be resented as interference with
the internal politics of this country. This is precisely the sort of thing the Pope did.
I don't know about Baltimore or Boston, but
out here in California we had front page headlines for days about one reactionary thing 'after
another that that man said. The message was
ve,ry clear. The Pope was in this country to wage
the "good" fight against women and sexuality
and in favor .of his anti-love, anti-human doctrines. I hold that these "Masses" which were
held were nothing .more than political rallies put
on by the right as part of a campaign to deprive
the masses of the right to live as they choose. To
tolerate this would be a mortal sin.
Mr. Harris goes . on to excuse Christianity,
saying that since Christians are only human they
naturally have "failings" and "prejudices"
which cause them to wander from the "injunctions set down by its (Christianity's) founders." I
assume that the injunctions Mr. Harris is
referring to is that collection of fables writt.en by
straight rich white men known as the Bible.
The Bible is what Christians say, and what is
and ought to be important to non-Christians is
what Christians do. As a non-Christian I
couldn't care less whether or not Mr. Harris or
Mrs. Anita Bryant or Pope Paul has a correct
interpretation of Christian doctrine and I would
shun the temptation to lecture them on what,
say, Catholicism is all about. But I do feel qualified to judge what Christians do, because what
they do is a matter of public record for anyone to
see who cares to look. What I see in Christianity
is ugly.
Mr. Harris would probably say that I am being
negative and he would be right. There are times
and places when it is appropriate to be negative
and this is one of them. It is lime to despise what
is despicable. It is a time to throw out both the
baby and the bath water. The bath water is cold
and slimy and it smells bad and any baby which
is 2,000 years old ought to be able to prove i~
own worth without excuses from Mr. Har~is or
special allowances from ~e.
Mark Nilson
Berkeley, CA

our faith
GCN,
There is, in truth, no place for homosexuals in
the Catholic church as announced by the pope.
It matters not one whit how many chapters of
"Dignity" they half-heartedly establish only to
insure that they lose no more members. If money
was not involved how different this would be.
It has been a week I hated to ·see come to pass;
the Pope with ancient superstitions belongs more
with the backward nations such as Mexico and
Poland, but not the U.S.A.
I've absolutely no sympathy for the nuns who
want to become priests for when they joined their
convents, this was not in their minds and neither
ought it be today. It is simply a part of madness.
My nephew became a priest and before he was
ordained, he told me that it was his belief that by
the time he was ordained, priests would be allowed
to marry and I told him that if he was not in
control of his sexual life now, that it was high time
that he leave his order gracefully. But he did not
and he married a nun shortly after his ordination,
much to the great embarassment of hi.s parents,
especially his father (my brother).
Religion can never be the ally or friend of the
gay man. We must repeat it daily so as not to
forget this message. The . only way to show
churches our faith in our own lives is by the total
repudiation of every faith in the world; we must be
faithful to ourselves alone.
Cordially,
Jim Lawbaugh
Malmo,NE

poetry

gay activists
.alliance/ny
Dear Brothers and Sisters:
In the article "GAA Withdraws from CLGR,"
(GCN 10/13/79) there is an error of fact. In the
second paragraph, there is ·the statement " ... according to a GAA press release." In fact, the press
release from which you quoted was not a GAA
press release. If you examine it, you will find that
it is not written on GAA letterhead, nor does it
claim to speak for anyone other than the four re- .
signees. I would consider the putting out of a press
release in the name of GAA the day after resigning
as spokesperson for that organization to be un-ethical. I'm certain everyone else would too. I
would like to state that the press release on which
the 10/13/79 story was based was not a GAA press
i:elease and did not purport to be so.
Yours truly,
R. Paul Martin ·
Brooklyn, NY

israeli journal
Dear GCN:
I was very impressed with the inclusion of
Andrea Loewenstein's Israeli Journal (GCN,
Oct. 20, 1979). Having been raised in a very conservative, Catholic family, I still harbor a great
deal of prejudice (fear of the unknown) and misinformation concerning peoples·and cultures that
vary from my own. Usually I find journals to be
too self-indulgent and I quickly become bored.
However, Andr.ea Loewenstein has written in, a
style that although is very personal, it is also very
readable. I am grateful to her for sharing her
journal with us.
Sincerely,
Pat M: Kuras
Boston, MA

Dear GCN:
Despite the limiting populist view of poetry
expressed by Walta Borawski in his review of my
The Drowned Man to the Fish, in the Sept. Book
Review, I am delighted that you were.able to give
the space ym{ did to the book. I felt that Borawski was fair, again, given his limitations: he
did allow some of the poems to speak for themDear Editor:
selves. ·The problem was mainly that he did not
I wish to apologize for the serious error which
see that the book deals with the painful process
of coming out: many of the first poems - half was p,ublished in the Back Bay Association's
the book or so - deal w'ith the breakup of a mar- Intelligence Report of September 20, 1979. At no
riage and leaving the familY: Only in the later time has the Back Bay Association under my
half do they qualify as "gay." I'm indeed sorry stewardship taken a position of opposition or
support towards a business based on its sexual
that he didn't see that, since it seems to me that is
predilection.
·
what makes this book important- I µon't know
David Brill's article concerning the matter was
any other treatment of the theme in such depth.
Of course the poems may not all succeed - but I extremely fair. We wish to point out that the
resist the idea that poems must be of the people recent bar approval in the Park Plaza Hotel
... whatever that lazy term means. I would love pointed to by Licensing Board Commissioner
to be able to sit down with Walta and show him · Straight was for Legal Sea Foods restaurant,
what I was trying to do. But then, I don't really which is not a bar, but a restaurant.
Those members of the gay community who do
complain. Your stressing poetry at all is so rare
these days - even if a review is misguided, if still know me should know that the error was
announces the presence of the book. And I am unintended. I hope the rest of the gay coinmunity
happy for that. All the best to you, and your will also understand.
Yours truly,
efforts there. And my best to Borawski.
Stuart Robbins
Sincerely,
Executive Director
Robert Peters ·
Back Bay Association
Huntington Beach, CA
Boston, MA

back bay assn.

robin tyler
Dear GCN,
After reading your review of Robin Tyler's
· record, we went back to our copy of the record
.trying to see if we had heard the same one that
you heard. There were so many positive aspects
of Robin Tyler's album, and yet you failed to
even mention these. We are not sure of what particular ax you have to grind. In any case, we feel
that Robin Tyler is a talented comic and a courageous woman who has been able to be an open
lesbiah and at the same time to not water down
her politics as many other performers who have
tried to go commercial have been forced to do.
. Robin has a great rapport with her audiences and
her material, we feel, is original. As a matter of
fact, how could it not be when she is one of the
very few comics in this community and when
most of her jokes concern this community? We,
and many other lesbians, respect Robin Tyler for
her work apd her talent and her politics. It is so
easy to be self-righteously critical and yet we \
question the politics of someone who can so
blithely trash a sister. Perhaps you would prefer
to spend your time with George Carlin or Woody
Allen. We'll take Robin Ty.ler. ·
Robyn Zeiger
Pat Webbink
Brookmont, MD

correction
Dear GCN:
My article, "lsrael1 Journal," should have
ended with the line "for this new vision." The
column which was printed last, belongs on the
previous page, in the August 11 entry. I hope tl!is
clarifies things for any reader who may have
found the ending, as it is printed, confusing, inappropriate, or both! Thank you.
Andrea Loewenstein
Cambridge, MA

blown away
Brothers,
I finally decided to write. Are the "New Venereal Disease Program for Everyone" ads which
have bee.n appearing in each issue for real? They
say several gross-sounding things that seem fairly
anti-sex in attitude and they promote the sale of a
preparation which I believe I remember reading
was of questionable value (The Merck Manual,
eleventh edition, says, on p. 1455, re Gonorrhea
prophylaxis: "Protective devices are available.
However, they are not generally recommended
by public health authorities because this form of
prophylaxis can prove inadequate, yet give the
user a false sense of security.")
Who are these people? What do they want
from us? Are their facts true?
As usual, my mind i.s fairly blown by the wonder of good gay news coverage.
In Struggle,
Bill Fishman
L'os Angeles, CA
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N AMBL A Conference
Continued from Page 3
York, and New Jersey, and one
man discussed the isolation of rural
and suburban man/boy lovers.
This brought up a discussion-of the
many.boy-lo-..:ers who become Boy
Scout leaders, Big Brothers, youth
leaders and teachers in order to
make contact with boys. Bob
Rhodes - co-treasurer and an organizer of the conference pointed out that the closet inevitahly makes the boy lover a hostage,
to some extent, but that the extreme penalties for sex with boys
makes it impossible for many men
to come out of that closet. One
former Boy Scout leader said he
was forced to leave the Boy Scouts
when he ·recognized that the purpose of scouting was to make boys
"morally straight."
David Thorstad of New York
and Jim Becker of Baltimore - the
co-spokespersons for NAMBLA
- chaired the business session.
Eddie Caquia of Brooklyn, a 16year old, was named to the steering
committee. Sydney Smith announced that the third newsletter
will be out shortly. NAMBLA is
also publishing a broadside called
"Questions & Answers About

Man/Boy Love," Information is
available from NAMBLA, Box 2,
GAA, . Village Station, NY, NY
10014.

The group also established the
and
some money was raised immediately for the defense of men and
boys arrested for non-coercive sex.
NAMBLA voted to select the case
of Richard Peluso of Revere as its
first effort. Mr. P~luso is serving a
one day to life sentence plus a 10-15
year sentence for alleged noncoercive sex while the 24 men tried
later in cases connected in the
media
are
currently
free.
NAMBLA will assist Mr. Peluso in
attempting to revise his sentence.
On Sunday..,, Oct. 14, for the first
time in U.S. history, a group of
man/boy lovers marched for complete sexual freedom regardless of
age or orientation. About 50 men
and boys (and one woman)
marched in the le_sbian and gay
march in Washington behind
NAMBLA banners.
The response
from
other marchers and from onlookers· ranged from surprise to strong
support, but there was no open
hostility.
NAMBLA Defense Fund

Western Electric
Guilty of Sex
Discrimination
WASHING TON, DC - The
United States Supreme Court has
refused to become involved in one
of the largest sex discrimination
lawsuits ev~i- filed. On Monday,
Oct. 15, the high court justices let
stand an order which forces the
Western Electric Co.-to pay virtual1y all costs which might arise in
what may turn out to be more than
2,000 separate trials aimed at the
determination of damages sought
by women who have claimed that
the company has discriminated

against them on the basis of their
sex.
The suit was filed in 1973 by Cleo
Kyriazi, 47, who was employed at
Western Electric's Kearny (NJ)
plant as an industrial engineer
from 1965 to 1971. In 1978, a federal judge, as a result of that .suit,
ruled that Western Electric has systematically discriminated against
women at that plant.
Kyriazi's suit was later certified
as a class action against the com-

said Barbara Smith of Boston.
"Now what we have to figure out
is how we are going to get · this
significance across in history.
. . . By not having the correct
[crowd-size estimate], the march
doesn't have the effect on the consciousness of the readers that it
should. I hope people have started
writing letters saying that, clearly,
homophobia determines the numbers."
·
Media Committee member
Rofes, however, is not among the
angry and disappointed. "I was
generally surprised at the quality
~ of the coverage," he told GCN on
] Tuesday after the march weekend.
~ "I've seen them [the "straight"
press] fuck us over a lot in the
past. [But this time] we made the
front page of the Washington
Continued from Page 3·
GCN that their preliminary esti- Post. We didn't expect to make
crowd size by timing the duration mate of 21 ;000 at the Mall match- the front page of the New York
of the march and noting the-num- ed their 3 pm_/4stimate made from Times; the best we could hope for
her of people that passed by in a a helicopter. (They rounded the was the first section - and we
certain number of minutes. They figure up to 25,000 as a matter of made 1t!"
double-checked this estimate by routfne, Lindsay said.) However,
Many lesbians are pleased that
taking a "grid section" of the numerous marchers have said that the "straight" media paid attenrally from a helicopter after 2:20 it is not possible that the two tion to the presence of lesbians in
p.m. when the march was over.
figures - one taken during the the march. The Washington Post,
"They [the march organizers] march and the other at the rally which placed a photo of lesbian
said they expected 100,000, but could match and still be accurate marchers on the cover, went so far
every group inflates their figures, since "thousands arrived too late as to assert that the f'largely
anticipating more," said Gentile. • for the march and attended only jubilant" crowd "appeared to
"That [75,000] was a good show- the rally. ~• '
include more women than men."
ing because it was close to their
Many lesbians and gay men
estimate."
who were in Washington for the
Ed. ·Note: There will be a meetPuzzlingly, the U.S. Park Serv- march are angrily accusing the
ing on Wednesday, Oct. 24, of .
ice Police estimated the crowd at "straight" press of down-playing people who are upset at the
25,000 using the same methods at the significance of the event by
"straight" media's coverage of
approximately the same hours ·of underestimating the size of the
the march and rally. · The meeting
the day as the DC police. Major crowd:
will be in Boston, at the GCN
Lindsey of the Park Police told
"This was a signific_ant event,"
office, 22 Bromfield St., at 6 p.m.

i

~How Many?

have joined her in charging Westem Electric with sex bias. It is possible that more women who have
been discriminated against in their
jobs at the plant or who have been
refused employment may also join
thesuit.
U.S. District Court Judge Herbert Stern presided in a 1977 trial
which lasted five months. Last Oct. ·
30, he ruled that "Western [Electric] systematically denied women
the employment opportunities it

promotion, and participation in
training programs; that it slotted
women initially into the lowerpaying 'women's jobs' and laid
them off in disproportionate numbers [in times] of economic stress.''
Stern further ruled that Kyriazi
had been "underrated, underpaid,
and denied promotional oppor~
tunities ',ecause of her sex; that she
was harassed by her,male co-workers and that she was [fired} on
account of her sex and in retalia-

paDO~TON SiiOPPE'R/SforigUiDf'

The Harlequin Theatre Co . presents

~astillr ilBap.
by James D'Entremont

A New Comedy Set in Cambridge
Boston Arts Group 367 Boylston Boston
Thurs-Sun 10/18/79-11 /18/79 8 pm
$5.00-$4.00 students ATS vouchers Thurs&Sun
RES &"INFO: 267-8518 or 426-8353
BOSTIX THEATRE CHARGE 426-8181

PERMANEt,lT
HAIR REMOVAL
~~~

AT REASONAGLE RA TES
FOfl. MEN AND WOMEN
~~~

LINDA DIANE JEFFERSON
120 SUTHERLAND RD. #3
0P.IGHT.ON. MASS. 021.35

CALL: 7 34-5 777 ,

-PEERLESSRoofing, Tar &
Gravel. Asphalt
Shingles. Slate &
Gutters. Chimneys .
Interior & Exterior
Remodeling
54,7-7346

of sex discrimination.''
The iss.ue of damages has not yet
been brought to trial, but it will
focus on how much Western Electric must pay to Kyriazi and any
other women who prove that they
were affected by sex discrimination. Representatives of the Western Electric Co., a wholly-owned
subsidiary of the American Telephone and.Telegraph Co., have announced that the company will
contest any and all damage claims
on.a case-by-case basis.

Save this Ad for 10% Discount
for repairs on(v

GCN needs volunteers to help out
with layout and paste up, as well
as ilJustrotion and design.
·
Drafting, artistic and ~
-d~sign skills ore
~--·""
_
sought.
--~ -~
Coll 426-8752; ask for Eric.

LESTER'S T. V.

·TV-Raclio-Phonos-HiFi-Color
Expert Repoir & T. V. s & Stereo-at lowest
prices ANYWHERE' Outside ontenno instollotion o speciolty. Moss . Tech . Lie . 981

Old fashioned service at orfhonest price!
Free Pickup and Delivery

15 REVERE ST., BEACON Hill
Boston
Tel. 523-2187

SOUND
WAVE
SYSTEMS

---

Women's
Emporium

Audio repair and
systems for hire. Call
evenings:

Crafts, Funky
Furniture & Clothes
Tues.-Sat. 11-6

In Mass. 617/445·8551
In N.H. 603/888•09 92

53 RIVER ST.
CENTRAL SQUARE
. CAMBRIDGE, MA.

661-2059

Exerc-ise for men
with Jinx

A well-planned program 50 minutes of exercise
choreographed to music. Designed for the
man who wants to tighten, tone, lift and
strengthen his body. This is not just
,;1nother exercise class. It's a workout
that's worth it!
Convenient Back Bay location.

For an appointment call Jinx: 536-5535

WOMEN'S
COMMUNITY
HE_ALTH CENTER

Er3

Gynecological Services
Well-Woman Health Care
an opportunity .t o share your health
care with other women in a feminist
self-help setting
call for appointment. information and
referrals
women-worker owned and controlled
639 Mass. Ave.., Cambridge. MA

547-2302
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Appeal is Planned

Judge Refuses
to Disqualify Freitas
Compiled by Dan Daniel
Sheriff in San Francisco, both of
whom were present when lesbians
SAN FRANCISCO, CA
Judge Charles Egan Goff ruled on and gay men rioted in the wake of
Oct. 10 against the removal of the White verdict. "Their testiDistrict Atty. Joseph Freitas from mony," Waller told GCN, "told
his role as prosecutor of 19 defend- . the court that they were there, that
ants charged with felonies as a they saw and heard that the demonresult of the May 21 "D.,in White stration, in large part, was against
·
Night" riots in San Francisco. In Freitas."
Jones, an aide to Milk at the time
his ruling· Goff said that defense
attorneys did not sufficiently prove of his assassination and a person
that the riot was directed against who has long been active in San
Freitas and his staff, nor did it ap- Francisco's gay community, spoke
pear publicly that such was the to the crowd on Castro Street on
the night of May 21, and he testicase.
"He, in a sense, narrowed the fied in court as to the nature of his
issue in the 'hearing, [which] was speech, as well as to the mood of
narrowed to our having to show an the crowd and the legends on the
'appearance of impropriety' on the placards which many demonstratpart of the District Attorney's of- ors carried: all, said Waller, confice in prosecuting the cases," said cerned Freitas and his prosecution
Marilyn Waller, one of the defense ofWhite.
Wall er explained that Denman
attorneys. The defense team has
been attempting to have Freitas testified on the same subject, "that
removed from· the prosecution of there were chants [about Frietas],
the defendants, claiming a conflict that there was an all-straight jury,
of interest in that the riot was di- and Dan White's getting off with
rected against Freitas and his staff murder and so forth.''
The defense attorneys attempted
because·of the prosecution of Dan
White when he was tried for the to introduce into evidence a declarmurders of George Moscone and ation by Municipal Court Judge
Harvey Milk. One contention of Dorothy von Beroldingen, who
the defense was that "Freitas suf- had originally been assigned to
fered a great deal publicly through hear the cases of the 19 defendants.
the media because of the mishand- Waller said, "The District Attorling of the Dan White case,'' Wal- ney's office was not pleased with
ler said, and consequently he her, and they challenged her and
got her oµt of the case. She submitshould be disqualified now.
Gofrs decision came one week ted a declaration to Judge Goff
after a two-day hearing in which . . . [wherein] she said that she
the defense presented an extensive thought the District Attorney's ofmedia exhibit and two witnesses to fice handled thesecasesverydiffershow that the May 21 riot was, in ently from other cases in her expeagainst rience."
large part, directed
The declaration was introduced
Freitas. The material presented
into evidence included over 100 not only to show "the 'appearance
documents which appeared in vari- of impropriety,' but that in fact,
ous media following the rioting the 'appearance' was beginning to
and included a section of articles go into reality,'' Waller explained.
which criticized the way in which Defense attorneys felt that von
the D.A. 's office prosecuted Beroldingen's declaration would
White, whom many in the gay com- bolster their contention that there
munity feel "got away with mur- exists a conflict of interest in
Freitas' prosecution of the defendder."
In addition, the defense team ants. Goff refused to allow the dec•
put on the stand two witnesses, laration into evidence, stating that
Cleve Jones a member of the Mis- it was "irrelevant." "That," said
sion Community Mental Health Waller, "is one of the grounds of
Advisory Board and of the Delin- [the] appeal" which the defense
quency Prevention Commission, plans to introduce as a result of
and Jim Denman, a Senior Deputy Gofrs decision in the hearing just

concluded.
Waller expressed the feeling that
Goff, in ruling against the defense,
had ignored the testimony of the
witnesses and the presentation
made by the defense. Goff admitted that the media had criticized the
D.A.'s handling of White's trial,
but said that it had not been sufficiently demonstrated that the May
21 protests were directed specifically against Freitas, "which is
pretty ludicrous," · Waller added.
"He wanted a way out, and he
found one.'' ,
A second ground for appeal is
the fact that Goff virtually ignored
the testimony of two witnesses in
the court. NQ. evidence was presented by the District AUorney's
office. Freitas was unavailable for
comment to GCN.
The next step for the defense is to
take the case to Superior Court,
where Waller feels that defense
motions to have Freitas disqualified will "probably be denied." If
that is the case, the next step is the
Court of Appeals.
"It's always very difficult to win
on appeal," Waller said. "The
odds are not good. However, it's
an unusual case. There just have
not been this ~ind of situations before - in California, at least and I think we have a good issue in
the fact that the judge ignored the
witnesses' live testimony and chose
instead to focus on essentially what
the newspapers left out. It isn't that
they said the demonstrations were
not against Freitas; it's just that
they didn't come out and say it fn
that language. That's what [the
judge] is relying on, and we think
that we have a pretty strong argument, just on that issue."
In California. ''conflict of
interest" in this instance and "appearance of impropriety'' are dependent not only on what happened at the time of the actual incident, but on what has happened
since and on what is happening at
the time the case comes to trial as
well. Waller told GCN that she
feels most people in San Francisco
are aware by this point that the
riots were, in fact, directed against
Freitas "and that he's trying to use
our clients as scapegoats.''

Lobbyists Meet Legislators
Continued from Page 3

he saw no need to exclude gays
from military service.
MGPC co-coordinator Ann
Maguire said she · was "very
pleased" with the meeting with
O'Neill. She noted that in the
past, O'Neill had proved to be one
of the most elusive and least supportive members of the Massachusetts congressional delegation,
and expressed thanks to Rep. Barney Frank for arranging Monday's meeting.
Tsongas: Need Sponsors

U.S. Sen. Paul Tsongas, Massachusetts' junior senator elected
last fall, is the sponsor of the
Senate version of the federal gay
rights bill, legislation which
prohibits discrimination on ·the
basis of sexual preference under
the Civil Rights Acts in the area of
employment only. He told . the
group that he needs additional cosponsors for the Senate bill, and
said it would be- helpful if they
organized a letter-writing campaign to get other members of the
Senate to add their names to it.
The meeting with Tsongas was
filmed in its entirety by the Public
- Broadcasting Service. Tsongas
also allowed the Massachusetts
gay delegation the use of his office

gration affairs. will be kept
informed of incidents of anti-gay
discrimination by Immigration
agents, Maguire told GCN.
Kennedy's Staff
All other members of the MasScheduling snafus caught Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy out of Wash- sachusetts delegation, except for
ington on Oct. 15, and had the Rep. Robert Drinan, had schedMassachusetts delegation meeting uled meetings in their offices with
with two Kennedy aides, Patricia groups of gay constituents. Two
Sarris and Irene Efferman, at the of the Massachusetts sponsors of
same time as a New York delega- the Waxman-Weiss bill, Reps.
tion. 1fhe New York group, which Gerry Studds and Edward Markwas ~rimarily interested in Ken- ey, were singled out by Maguire as
. nedy'$ alleged presidential ambi- being "especially helpful." Marktions, :presented a problem for the ey also gave lobbyists the use of
his office to help organize their
Ray Sfate representatives.
Maguire called the New Yorkers Capitol Hill activities.
The MGPC delegation included
"disruptive and arrogant," as
they threatened to withhold sup- Maguire, Steven Tierney, David
port for Kennedy next year unless G earbart, Lirida Carford, George
he produced a stronger statement· B istansin, and Robin Maccoron gay rights. The staff aides then mack.
Maguire said she is asking the
distributed a personal letter from
Kennedy to GCN more than two community to help out with three
years ago expressing support for follow-up letters: one to everyone's U.S. representative, some of
anti-discrimination legislation.
Among the issues discussed at whom have never heard from a
the meeting in Kennedy's office gay constituent before; one to
were the Tsongas bill, discrimina- Sen. Edward Kennedy asking him
tion against gays in the military, to co-sponsor the Senate version
and harassment by Immigration of the federal gay rights bill, and
officials. Kennedy, who chairs the one to· Sen. Paul Tsongas thankSenate Judiciary Committee as ing him for his strong support of
well as a subcommittee on immi-: gay issues in, the Senat~.
for lobbying coordinating and, in
the words of Maguire, "He couldn't have been more cooperative."

Pride to Politics
Continued from Page 3

you'll take ours," one marchet
said to a group of Jesus People.
but the invitation was declined.
In the crowd at the rally, march
staffers and marshalls moved
through _the crowd with large clear
plastic bags collecting money, and
there were people there who evidently were collecting money in
those plastic bags, not to defray
the tremendous expense incurred
by such an event; but to line their
own pockets. "If you see anyone
collecting money who is not a
march official," Robin Tyler told
the crowd, "please help them
around back here to the·donations
table.''
As a group of people was standing on the Mall waiting for the last
of the marchers to move out onto
Pennsylvania A venue, two men
threw something toward them. _At
first it was thought that it was a
smoke bomb, but as the breeze
wafted the "smoke" toward the
waiting marchers, it turned out to
be not smoke at all, but tear gas.
The rally, while long at somewhere just over four hours, was an
inspiration. Prominent lesbians
and gay men, parents and friends
of lesbians and gay men, and
supporters of lesbian and gay
rights addressed the crowd. Some
offered comments celebratory in
nature; others, more overtly political, addressed issues of lesbian
and gay oppression, reminding
everyone that in this country and
in most of the world, lesbians and
gay men are still considered somewhat less than second-class citizens.
An emphasis was placed, however, on the fact that lesbian and
gay people together are a force to
be reckoned with in this society.
We are consumers, we are voters,
we are family members, and our
very presence in Washington that
weekend told the world that "we
are everywhere" and that we will
be ignored no longer.
Arlie Scott, vice-president of
the National ' Organization for
Women, said, "Look at us 250,000 in the daylight, in Washington, DC. No pestilence, . no
famine, no flood - eat your heart
out, Anita Bryant!"
Adele Starr of Los Angeles Parents and Friends of Gays explained that "in the United States, one .
out of every four families has a
gay family member. ... Together
we challenge the attitudes that
have caused suicides, bloodshed,
and even murder - and we say
'no more'.'' On the same note,
Dick Ashworth, representing New
York City's Parents and Friends
of Lesbians and Gay Men, told
the assembly, "We call upon the
silent millions of parents and
friends of lesbians and gay men to
come out of the closet" in support
of the rights of lesbian daughters
and gay sons. The way to our parents, and to their support and
encouragement, Ashworth said, 'is
through ourselves, and that we
must also "come out of the
closet."
The lesbian and gay youth of
America was represented as well.

Sky Rose, one of the founders of
Gay Youth, said that "young gay
people need to organize and older
gay people -need to start integrating us into their community."
There are many, many young lesbians and gay men in the world,
and the libraries of high schools
shed no light on the subject of
growing up lesbian or gay.
Many speakers echoed the sentiments of Arlie Scott when she said
lhat as we move toward the 1980s,
"we are moving from gay pride to
gay politics."
One unpleasant .i.nc~dent was reported as a Massachusetts women's bus was leaving the rally. It
seems that · the driver who drove
the bus to Washington had driven
his legal maximum of time, and a
new driver was found to take the
bus to a relay station in Maryland.
There, four relay drivers all allegedly refused to drive a bus full of
lesbians, and the son of one driver
got on the bus instead. He began
to harass the women verbally
about ''why are you lesbians?''
and "what were you doing in
Washington?" and how lesbians
and gay men did · not respect his
right to be straight, so why should
he respect their right to be lesbian
or gay? Finally, the father of that
man drove the bus.
"Basically," said Gail Scho,
one of the passengers, "the relief
drivers did not want to drive a bus
full of lesbians. They would have
been content to let us sit there
until hell froze over.''GCN contacted Brush Hill in Dorchester
(MA), through which agency the
bus had been chartered, and was
told by a man who declined to
identify himself, "That is absolutely incorrect. It's just false."
He offered no further clarification. Scho said that the bus was
detained for 30 to 45 minutes at
the relay station, and when the
bus got back on the road, there
was no heat for approximately
half the distance between the relay
station and Boston.
The isolated unpleasant incidents which occurred during the
course of the weekend are reminders to all lesbians and gay men
that, even though we may gather
as "250,000 in the daylight, in
Washington, DC,'' there is still
work to be done. On the whole,
however, most people who attended the march and rally expressed a
feeling of pride, of exuberance, at
being a part of such an event. The
rally was broadcast live to member
stations of the National Public
Radio and Pacifica networks, and
one speaker urgetl that all those
present at the rally remember that,
although there were many of us in
Washington, there were many
more of us at home in cities,
towns, and villages across America, isolated, lonely, and perhaps
afraid. It was driven home again
and again that lesbians and gay
men have become a powerful
force in the fabric of American
life, and that politicians, businesspeople and "just plain folks"
are going to have to deal with us
·
as our numbers grow.
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News Analysis

Lesbl·an Defeated
NO W I•n·on B1·d
Re-Electl

HALLOWEEN
DANCE
The Gay Women & Men of
Alcoholics Anonymous
will have a dance at:

the Old West Church
131 Cambridge St.,
Boston

Saturday, Oct. 27th
9:30pm-2:00am
Donation: $3.00
Costumes are encouraged,
but optional. All Gay
Women & Men are invited.

By Cindy Stein
BOSTON, MA - Arlie Scott,
the first out-of-the-closet lesbian
to rise to the number two position
in the National Organization for
Women (NOW), was overwhelmEnjoy the fall foliage, local orchards,
ingly defeated Oct. 6 in her bid for
a second two-year term as Vice
a wild animal farm and much more.
President in Charge of Action.
Scott lost by as two-to-one margin
to Jane Wells-Schooley, a nonlesbian candidate from Pittsburgh, PA.
The election was part of the
agenda of NOW's national conference held that weekend in Los
Angeles, CA. On that same
agenda was the strongest lesbian
rights resolution ever acted upon
by NOW, which calls for a commitment of $25,000 from the national budget to be earmarked for
the hiring of a staff person who
will work with the organization's
Lesbian Rights Committee, and
with the national officers. The
resolution was passed overwhelmingly.
Stories and explanations as to
why two seemingly contradictory
actions occurred in the space of
142 EAST MAIN ST.
MILFORD, MASS.
two days abound. The campaigns
478-0808
run by NOW national officers are
Hopkinton
N
strangely similar to those run by
national political parties, complete with slick campaign literature, endorsements, party slates,
promises of favors to local constituencies,
and caucuses. And it
w
Rt.16
E
was possibly one key endorsement
· that cost Scott her job - that of
W.MainSt.
NOW President Ellie Smeal. .
Smeal ran on a slate with four
other candidates, which excluded
the only lesbian (Scott), and the
only third world candidate,
Sharon Parker (who lost for the
office of secretary). This was the
first time that Smeal (who ran unMedway
opposed) agreed to join a slate of
We wash your entire car by hand.
candidates, apparently abandonFREE WHITEWALL SCRUB
ing the practices of the Majority
with this ad - $1.00 value
Caucus, a progressive, pro-lesbian
group to which she belonged, that
was created at a convention a few
years back, which publicly denounced such joint efforts. by
candidates.
We want to interview subjects about their personBoth candidates circulated litality, sexual behavior and mental ablllties.
erature which listed their supporters, both within and outside of
You must be Male, Age 25-35, Unmarried and In good
NOW. Scott's list read like a
health. Time required: about 5 hours. Payment: $25.
Who's Who of lesbian feminists
and radical feminists. Among her
supporters were Charlotte Bunch,
FAMILY-STUDIES LABORATORY
Rita Mae Brown, Kate Millett,
Robin Morgan, Gloria Steinem,
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Betty Powell, and Bella Abzug. In
addition, from within NOW,
Scott was supported by the Great
Lakes Regional Director, the MidWest Regional Director, the New
!I
York State Coordinator, the Boston Chapter President, the Chair
of the Reproductive Rights Committee,
and the Chair of the
Attorney at Law
Minority Women's Committee.
Serving the Community
Wells-Schooley garnered strong
2 Park Square
support as well. In addition to the
endorsement of Smeal, she was faBoston, Massachusetts 02116
vored by the Illinois State Co617-426-2020
ordinator, the Connecticut State
Coordinator, the Massachusetts
State
Coordinator, the Chair of
:serving the Gay Community Since 1974...
: the Violence
Against Women
Committee, the National Board
Member from California, and the
California State Coordinator,
among others. Her celebrity en~
~
dorsements came from the wife of
:
.
Phototypesetting
: Norma11 Lear and from Maureen
Ronald's daughter.
~Visual Display Terminals-with floppy disk memory-.c Reagan,
The most striking aspect of this
:
.
· Electronic Page Makeup _
: race was that the lesbian support
il
Layout and Design Service and Consultation ~ was split between the two candidates, Wells-Schooley was endors:
Camera Ready Mechanicals
ed by Beth Broderson, the Co«
.
« chair of Boston's Lesbian Task
..David M. Stryker
661-6975« Force of NOW, and Johnnie
Phelps, California's Lesbian
Albonxt$~l~et, CoT~rl~ge. 02139 . ,,'
Rights . Chair. ln . addition, Bar~
bara Chase,' the Chait of the Na-

"Cruise the Countryside"
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247-5485
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son,oftheBostonNOWLesbian
Task Force, who worked with
Smeal for six months in Washington, DC, stated that Smeal simply
"felt that she would have a better
working relationship with JJ¼ne
Wells-Schooley.'' Scott, however,
maintains that she was never told
by Smeal that she was not doing a
tional Lesbian Rights Committee, good job at NOW.
·
was a Wells-Schooley supporter.
"The real issue," according to
There are almost as many expla- Scott, "was whether NOW is
nations of the result of this elec- going to stay on the cutting edge
tion as there are NOW members. of the movement - leading the
One non-lesbian national commit- fight in such issues as abortion
tee chair who supported Wells- and lesbian rights. Or will NOW,
Schooley cited instances of alleged as Ellie Smeal described it, be a
"incompetency" on the part of 'mainstream civil rights organizaScott, the incumbent. This source tion'? We must be multi-issueclaimed that Scott, as NOW Vice oriented. Right now, we're a white
President for Action, did not and middle class organization and
work with the committees that we should move forward."
· were set up under her., Scott flatly
In what some called a "vote of
denies this.
confidence" for her own presi"Under my office-, the Action dency, Smeal took to the podium
budget doubled," she stated. In to speak in favor of Wellsaddition, she cites the work she Schooley. It was reported that she
has accomplished with the Repro- spoke against Scott's work on the
ductive Rights Committee, the ERA extension, stating that
Minority Women's Committee, Scott's responsibilities in leading
the Older Women's Committee, that fight were taken away from
· and the Women in Poverty Com- her by Smeal.
mittee. "In the face of NOW's
Scott denies ever having been
national priority of ERA, I kept -put in charge of the extension
those committees alive,'' says campaign in the first place, alScott.
though she did work hard on the
The issue of Scott's lesbianism issue. She ter_ms Smeal's comloomed like a dark cloud over that ments "untrue and absurd."
convention and took many unexThe morning after Arlie Scott's
pected forms. In hushed tones, defeat, as she entered the convensexuality, historically a difficult tion floor, she was given a standissue in NOW, was discussed. It is ing ovation by the NOW delereported that the word was out gates.
that "this was really a race for the .
The Lesbian Rights Resolution
Presidency," since the by-laws mentioned above was, according
presently bar Smeal from seeking to Broderson, a combination of
a third term in 1981. Therefore, two i:esolutions. One was brought
whoever occupied slot number by the Boston NOW Lesbian Task
two would have an edge over Force and the other was authored
other presidential candidates.
by Smeal and others.
Should the President of NOW be
The purpose of the resolution
an open lesbian? After ten years was to "strengthen the entire
of struggle, some still felt queasy organizational effort in behalf of
about the prospect.
lesbian women." It calls for a full
Other opponents of Scott time staff person to coordinate a
brought up the lesbian issue in a National Lesbian Rights Cammore "acceptable" way, which paign, which will undertake legissome term an "inverse use of the lative lobbying on all governlesbian issue.'' Their slogan: mental levels, the development
"You don't want to vote for Arlie and distributiion of educ(\tional
;ust because she's a lesbian."
materials,
national fundraising
A third group, some lesbians campaign, and the "eradication
among them, claimed that Scott of discriminatory hiring practices
hM not done enough for lesbian in private industry."
rights in NOW. But under Arlie
M~ny Scott supporters, who faScott, the budget for the National vored the resolution and voted for
Lesbian Rights Committee was it, still questioned its role at the
raised from $3,500 to $17,000. convention.
Scott has been instrumental in the
Valeska claims that its purpose
initiation and passage of every fit "the politics of the moment. It
lesbian rights resolution that has took the wind out of the pro-Arlie
ever hit a NOW convention floor.
Scott campaign." But she stated
In addition, she worked closely that, in her capacity at NGTF, she
with the organizers of the March will continue to work with NOW
on Washington for Lesbian and to make sure that the resolution
· Gay Rights where she, as well as gets put into effect.
Smeal, spoke at the rally.
Boston's Ann McGuire, Chair
Meanwhile, Jane Wells-School- of the Massachusetts Gay Political
ey included a strong lesbian rights Caucus who supported Scott, felt
program as part of her campaign hopeful about the passage of the
platform. Wells-Schooley, who resolution.
listed only legislative lobbying in
"I want to give NOW a year to
favor of gay and lesbian rights in see what they will do," she said. ·
her home state as her accomplish- "If the resolution is implemented,
ment in the area, declared that it they will have done what needs to
was time that "NOW's commit- be done. After a year, I'll rement to lesbian rights must come evaluate things. I think that that's
out of the closet.''
what a lot of people are doing.''
From all indications, it seems
While most of Scott's support, that the real battle , was between ers were encouraged by the resoluScott and Smeal.
tion and are sticking with the orLucia Valeska, Co-Exective Di- ganization, a few, such as Del
rector of the National Gay Task Martin and Phyllis Lyon, coForce (NGTF) who attended the authors of the classic Lesconvention and lobbied in favor bian/Woman and founders of the
of Scott, stated that, "From the Daughters of Bilitis, were so
information I have, the accusa- shaken by Scott's defeat that,
tions of incompetency concerning according to a story in The Blade,
Arlie were never validated. It was they will "let their memberships in
not just a lesbian rights thing. NOW expire."
Many of the straight women who
To some, it will never be clear
were fighting for Arlie were trying just why Arlie Scott was defeated.
to buck Elie's machine."
Whether it was her sexual preferThe words "political machine" ence or her politics or her status in
leapt out of many mouths. And opposition to a ''political mathere were allegations that the chine" or simply because Ellie
campaign by Smeal, on behalf of Smeal could not work with her · .Jane Wells-Schooley, was a "dirty one thing remain~. certain. On Oc. and vicious''· one'. .·. . " - · ,
tober 6, in · Lo$ . Angeles, it ,was
,, . On the other side, ·Beth Broder- '. · politics as usual •at:Now:_
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Third World Conference
Continued from page 1

ences as a reason to put each other
down. She said that we sometimes
have a jugular vein psychology
which [compels us] to kill and to
annihilate the differences .... that
can actually be enriching and enlivening."
Asked by GCN whether she. felt
that the men at the conference had
a better understanding offeminism
than most third world men, she
replied, "I think black men have a
lot to learn. . . . But I was not
blown away by their sexism. I feel
thatif there are possibilities of lesbians and gay men working together, the possibilities are even
better amig black lesbians and
black gay en because we do have
quite a bit
common - particularly our being black.''
Smith commented on the conference plannerst emphasis on having
resolutions drllfted by the various
caucuses (black, Latino, Asian,
American Indian, Jewish, nonthird world). "Having been in
Houston [for the U.S. International Women's Year Convention in
1977).where a lot of resolutions got
passed, [I've come to understand]
that . . . writing something down
on a piece of paper doesn't get us
very far. All the resolutions we
passed in Houston made us feel
good, but the President and Congress could just throw them out the
window. . . . I think that developing strategies for orgamzmg
around third world lesbian and gay
issues might be more productive
than passing resolutions that may
or may not meet those needs ....
For example, · we could create
something - like a newsletter for
parents of third world lesbian and
gay people - instead of making a
resolution. Res'llutions usually
contain a 'should."'
Armondo Gaitan praised the .
organizers of the conference as "a
small group of people who pulled it
[the conference] off beautifully."
Gaitan, a Boston area facilitator
for the conference, told GCN that
"overall, I got a very positive
feeling from every ethnic group
there. At first they were a little irate
that there weren't more Asians and
American Indians there."
Gaitan was a panelist in a workshop
called,
"Examining
Racism/Sexism/ Ageism Among,
By and Against Third World Lesbians and Gays,'' and a participant
in the Latino Caucuses. GCN
asked him what the participants in
those workshops had said about
sexism. '' Men realized that men are

the instigators of sexism," said
Gaitan. "When men had their separate caucuses [sexism) is the first
thing that came up. It's often
avoided in the broader gay movement. I think that it was very significant that, in a third world conference, sexism was brought up
because [third world gay men] are
notorious for our sexism."
Gaitan said that over one-third
of the people from the conference
- about 200 - marched down to
the main. march on Sunday and
that he and four other conference
participants took part in the national lobbying effort on Monday.
"We ended up having a long session with an aide to Senator [Edward] Kennedy. It was interesting
that [non-third world lesbians and
gays who were lobbying Kennedy's
office] forgot all about us. I
learned from this experience to be
more vocal and not to be absorbed.
If we don't provide the space for
ourselves, there is a tendency for
the larger movement to forget
about us,,., he said.
The Combahee River Collective
offered a workshop for women
only entitled, "Lesbian Feminism
and Third World Women." "Capitalism," a member of the black
feminist collective told the sixty
women present, "never did anything for black people - except
divide us." A lot of the discussion .
centered on economics - the
pressing need for black women to
develop an economic analysis and
realize that economics is not remote and abstract but rather is as
concrete as what is - or isn't available on the supermarket
-shelves. The women talked about
the need for income sharing among
black women and among white and
black women in a culture whose
creed, as one woman present expressed it, isn't "give and take,"
but rather "take and take."
Tia Cross, a non-third world
participant in the conference, described its effect on her as "profound." She said, "It was exciting
and moving to me to be with so
·many third world lesbians and gay
men because most of my experi- '
ence has been sharing with a small
group of black lesbians. I, too,
have been effected by the myth that
there are not that many third worl(J
gay people.
"I found myself returning again
and again to what it felt like to be in
a small minority- white people at this cpnference. I kept thinking
about the fact that my black lesbian friends are usually in minor-
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More than 100,000 March
Continued from Page 1

i

Houston activist Charles Law
compared Milk to Martin Luther
King, and warned the crowd not to
let the next ten years net as little
progress for gays as the ten years
since King's murder netted for
blacks.
Several personalities saluted the
march in absentia. District of
Columbia Mayor Marion Barry
sent an administrative aide to read
his proclamation of October 10-17
as Gay Rights Awareness Week.
Singer .Joan Baez sent a telegram,
as did former anti-war and now
anti-nuclear activists Tom Hayden
and Jane Fonda. Of the latter,
Lucia Valeska quipped, "Imagine
a r;illy without Jane and Tom! Can
it be we are too radical for the
radicals?''
Plans for the march dated back
more than a year. Organizational
· haggling plagued planners from .
the start. Enthusiasm for a march,
which smoldered under factional
disputes last fall, resparked after
Harvey Milk's assassination. In ·
February a Philadelphia conference voted a framework for
the march, but alienated many gay
groups by what the groups considered a suppression of minority
viewpoints. The Houston Conference mentioned earlier allayed
those groups' fears, and by late
summer the march had garnered
endorsements from a broad spectrum of gay and progressive
groups. Thereafter, march logistics firmed up.

rally: the 1980s as a new era for gay
rights, gay people being everywhere, and Harvey Milk's assassination.
Ray Hill set the rally' stone when
he announced, "We [the gay
community] are no longer a
Mickey-Mouse organization. We
are no longer second class citizens.
. . . We are declaring our freed om
this day and celebrating it." Betty
Santoro of Lesbian Feminist Liberation amplified: "This historic
event [the march] has laid the foundation for a national mass
movement for lesbian and gay
rights. - ... As we move into the
next decade, we move with the
force and energy of a united people." And Arlie Scott concurred:
"We are moving from gay pride to

gay politics .... Listen, America,
we're going to force you to live up
to your rhetoric. . . . You are going
to have to deal with us in 'the 80s,
Am~rica." Added feminist writer
Charlotte Bunch, "Indeed, the
1980s is our decade.''
Speakers for gay youth, parents
of gays, deaf gays, Latin American
gays, Native American gays, and
bla,;k gays underscored the gay
community's diversity.
Hill repeatedly mentioned last
November's assassination of gay
San Francisco City Supervisor
Harvey Milk. Hill urged the crowd,
"Let's tell Harvey that we're
here." Eleanor Smeal reflected
that the last time she had addressed
a gay rights rally she had shared the
platform with Milk. Holly Near
sang about Milk's assassination.

ity and how different my experience of being in the minority is
from theirs. For one thing, even
though I was in a minority at the
conference, as a white person I still
have a lot of power in society.
Secondly, the openness that white
people extend to black people at
predominantly white events is most
often well-meaning but ignorant,
whereas I was very aware that the
black people at this conference
who were open to me not only
know what it's like to be in a minority at an event, but they also were
not at all ignorant about my experience as a white person. Black
people in this country have to know
what white people are up to, how
we act, and who we are, in order to
survive. That's the difference.''
The Salsa Soul Sisters from New
York City conducted several workshops. At one, they talked about
their evolution into a radical group
for third world lesbians only. "We
[in Salsa Soul] kick and scream at
each other about our political differences, but the bottom line is
unity for black and third world

lesbians. It's good for us to have a can't identify with being black?
place where we can fight our differ- What good wi1I that do me when I
ences out. You can have different want to go somewhere?"
expectations and that's all right as
"New York is white organizalong as you don't have the expecta- tion city - take a look in our
tion that yours will always phone book! But there's only one
prevail."
organization. for us [black lesShortly after the workshop · bians)."
_·
began, one of the sixty-or-so parti"I left Salsa Souls becaus.e of a
cipants posed the question: white woman."
"Would we deny the same type of
''As a black lesbian feminist,
support system to a white woman I'm disturbed by your questions.
who said that she can't identify The reality is that I'm a nigger,
with white people?" A Salsa Soul you're a nigger and she [the
sister explained that white women hypothetical white woman] is not.
can come to meetings but can't If l choose to be color blind, I'm
belong because Salsa Soul is a third being suicidal."
world organization. The woman
"They [white women] have the
then asked a second question: power to choose to _identify with
"Isn't that the same as what white us."
people do to us?" (She later
"Do you realize what you are
explained that she felt that the two asking me? - to leave my burning
situations were not the same, but house and come take care of you.
she wanted to hear the differences My first priority is black lesbians,
clearly articulated.)
because if they survive, I survive. If
This question was met with a they don't survive, I don't survive.
flury of responses from around the And I'm going to survive!''
room.
"She said she can't identify with
being white? Well, what if I say I

O-rganizers Meet _Aides
Continued from Page 1
about gay liberation and feminism
- Commissioner make the current 'inaccessible the blind.
Other March representatives
policy, which is temporary, into a
permanent mandate until the next spoke of the upcoming presidential
Act of Congress. Rofes also asked election and President Carter's
for the President's and the INS's lack of concern for the gay comassistance in facilitating · the munity. Ron Alheim of the New
entrance of Zenaida Rebultan, a Democratic Coalition told Carter's
Filipina lesbian denied entry into · aides that the President has done
the country even though the rest of little to ease the oppression of lesher family was permitted entrance. bians and gay men and targeted
Jane Levin, March delegate Carter appointeee Stuart Eisenstadt
from St. Louis, expressed concern as the major person responsible for
for the Housing & Urban Develop- blocking the introduction of a gay
ment Dept.'s recent change 'in its rights plank at the last Democratic
definition of family, which Convention. Ray · Hill of Housexcludes lesbians and gay men ton spoke of the political strength
from possible federal housing as- of the Texas gay community, and
sistance. Paula Gunallen, of New warned the President's staff that
Mexico, spoke of the sterilization Carter would have to earn the gay
·or Native American women, and vote.
The White House aides had no
aboµt the effect of Western culture
on Native American's treatment of- answers--for the delegation, . but
they were left with five specific dehomosexuals.
Sheila Shenowitz, a blind lesbian mands which the delegation wants
from Georgia, discussed the prob- a response to: a statement by the and the Justice Dept.; presickntial
lem that blind lesbians have in President in support of the action on the Rebultan immigragaining access to information and Waxman-Weiss Bill; an Executive · tion case; and the hiring of only
the Library of Congress' censor- Order barring discrimination individuals who are sensitive to the
ship of reading material in the against lesbians and gay men; gov- needs oflesbians and gay men.
braille book library. She demand- ernment departmental liaisons
Delegation
co-spokesperson
ed that lesbians and gay men meet with the gay community in all Eric Rofes told GCN, "The meetwith Library of Congress officials major departments including ing lasted two hours and we had the
and work to remedy I this situa- Health, Education and Welfare, opportunity to formally present
tion, which leaves most books Housing and Urban Development, our demands. Time will tell if

to

Carter's administration will adequately respond to them. We will'
certainly do a great deal of followup and keep people informed of
any progress. The biggest effect I
believe we had on the aides was
letting them know that we were not
pleased with Carter's performance. They seemed surprised to
hear that we think Carter hasn't

come across for oppressed people ·
and that he didn't have the gay vote
sewn up in the upcoming election.
It seems clear that the administration is out of touch with the concerns of the lesbian and gay community."
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The following is an interview with Allan Berube of the San Ftancisco
Lesbian and Gay History Project.
By Michael Bronski
MB: What is the San Francisco Lesbian and Gay History Project?
AB: We are a group of lesbians and gay men working collectively to recover
our historical roots in San Francisco. We're committed to involving our
communities in the process of reclaiming our history, and finding ways to
return this history to the community. Right now we are about 15-20 women
and men, some of us professional historians, some of us with no academic
training but a deep commitment to lesbian and gay history.
MB: How did the Project get started?
AB: Last year I began meeting with two other gay men, Eric Garber and
Jeffrey Escoffier, who were also interested in gay history. We had all been
inspired by the kind of documentation that Jonathan Katz was able to
collect in Gay American History, which had just been published. We began
talking about the possibility of doing local history, working together to reconstruct the history of lesbians and gay men in a single city or region.
Those meetings were the very beginning. Last January a gay historian
from here in Boston visited San Francisco and set up a meeting of the
lesbian and gay historians he knew in the Bay Area. There were eight of us,
and we spent the entire afternoon, an inspiring and exciting time, sharing
ideas and discoveries,, what we called "show and tell." A monthly study
group grew out of this first meeting. The first showing of our slide shew in
June increased our numbers to the present size. We have a few more
women than men. The women have now formed an autonomous Lesbian
Herstt>ry Group in addition to our monthly study groups meetings, which
are mixed. In the last month we have begun talking with third world
lesbians and gay men about the possibility of their setting up a third world
history group in San Francisco. Since last winter the women and men in the
History Project have been sharing research skills and knowledge of history
with each other, as well as . exploring the relationships between lesbian
history, gay male history and women's history. Some of us have also begun
research on our own, and have benefitted from the discussions, criticism
and support from the History Project.
MB: What historical research have you yourself been doing?
AB: Well, for over a year now, I've been trying to begin a social history, a
book, about lesbians and gay men in San Francisco from the Gold Rush in
1848 to the 1930s, the period we know least about in terms of lesbian and
gay history. This kind of social history would tell how "everyday" lesbians
. and gay men lived, how they found their own ways to survive and sometimes fight back, how they thought of their own sexuality. A social history
would also reveal how lesbians and gay men during this period met each
other, how their friendship networks worked and how they began thinking
of themselves as a separate group in America.
MB: So much in our history has been censored and destroyed, or just left
out by historians. How are you finding historical evidence to begin a social
history of lesbians and gay men?
AB: I'm not a trained historian so I started from scratch, with the help of
the History Project. I told a lot of people about what I was trying to do and
slowly people told me about a passage or photo they had seen in a local
history book, a rumor they had h.eard, all kinds of leads. For example, Eric
Garber found a sentence in The Barbary Coast by Herbert Asbury, written
in 1933, which mentioned a woman in 1876 who dressed in men's clothes,
visited brothels as a male customer, and started an all-woman gang. So we
began reading the local papers from 1876 and found lots of detailed arti~les .

Lesbians
Research
Our

History
By The San Francisco i.Rsbian
History Group
A lesbian group formed within
the San Francisco Lesbian and Gay
History Project in the Spring of
1979 when women affiliated with
the Project decided to meet separately, both for mutual supp<>rt
and to initiate collective research
on local lesbian history.• The process of organizing ourselves has, in
itself, been an historical experience

- one we want to share with other
lesbians who may also want to further the search for our past.
Our group includes nine women,
at present all white, from diverse
class and ethnic backgrounds, with
a range of skilis and motivations
for studying lesbian history. A few
have had academic training in .
history and teach women's studies
classes. Others have interviewed
lesbians through political work and
· as filmmakers.
Some have
experience in doing research,
writing, editing or organizing.
We discovered our mutual interest in lesbian history through the
San Francisco Lesbian and Gay
History Project. Last winter, at the
instigation of some visiting Easterners, some of us joined a study
group of gay male and lesbian
historians. Last spring, a number
of events ~rought more lesbians
into the group and inspired women
to begin independent community

.

whom kids on the street called "Oscar Wilde."
Another rich source of local historical documents has been antique
shops. Many antique dealers are gay men and lesbians who have an eye out
for gay--related materials and save them. For example, a woman who owns
an antique shop in Sonoma County found a lesbian photo album at a flea
market that may be from Oakland in 1918. "No Man's Land" is embossed
on the cover, and inside are snapshots of women dressed in overalls and
sailor suits, and women hugging in bed, with clippings from poems about
"old maids" and the "joys of women's kisses." A San Francisco bartender
loaned us a scrapbook from 1939 that belonged to a local fem ale
impersonator who was gay, with his press photos, snapshots of friends and

newspaper clippings. The bartender rescued it fr
it was being sold page by page. A San Francisco
some "impersonator" sheet music from die 1860
and magazine articles from the 1930s, and postcai
It's important to understand that thP.se items in
and photos in our attics, and our own diarie
valuable historical documents that we need to p
MB: So what you 're doing is using the tech
attempt a history of lesbians and gay men.
AB: Yes, but it's actually a community begin
history. Lesbians and gay men are incredible save1
books, articles, pictures and ephemera that are ga
out that we needed these materials to reconstruct
telling us about newspaper clippings or lesbian
since the '40s, or an aunt who "passed" as a ma11
or a gay manuscript that was never published, 0 1
women in a library, or a cafeteria where gay men
trying to collect this information, make sure tli
damaged or lost,, verify the rumors and stories
MB: So little has been written about "everyda
H~ve you begun interviewing older lesbians and
remember?
AB: Yes, oral histories, interviews on tape wit
their 60s~ 70s and 80s, are sometimes the only w
was like to be gay in the 'teens, '20s and '30s. •
past that was never included in history books, a
scrapbooks, albums,and other materials. Record·
er is a rich opportunity for gay people of differen
talk about their lives. For example, one afternoo
for the Lesbian and Gay History Project. Th
noticed what I was doing, tapped me on the .
History - well, you should talk to me.'' We set
spent a whole afternoon hearing about gay lif~
during the Depression. Last month I spent an aft
gay man who had been a sheetmetal worker in Sa1
told me about his experiences in a Salvation ArmJ
War I, about cruising Powell Street in his Mod
roommates, who were "the same way," for ove
the Lesbian Herstory group in San Francisco ha
older lesbians about their lives in San Francisco
MB: What do you hope to do with all this
collecting?
AB: We in the History Project are trying to come
to preserve our history and make it available
communities. The oral history tapes, after s~
confidentiality when needed, will be preserved w
archives accessible to all lesbians and gay men
Some of the information we collect is being publ
also helped put. together radio shows about loc
and sponsored a public forum on "Two Decade
Gay Resistance in San Francisco."
Last June the History Project sponsored as
the Project - that grew out of my research into ei
"Lesbian Masquerade," it's about local women
"passed" as men and "married" or lived with wo
at the Women's Building and were unprepared

lesbian history. One woman had
visited the Lesbian Herstory Archives in New York and
determined to set up a regional
archive in the Bay Area. Another
attended the Lesbian Research
Panel at the National Women's
Studies Association and reported
on the exciting work being done by
lesbians in Boston, Buffalo and
New York City where lesbian oral
history projects are well underway;
Meantime,
Allan
Berube
showed his slide lecture, LESBIAN
MASQUERADE, for the first time
in June and the lesbian historian
within us leapt out of the closet in
search of more of our local heritage.
The fact that California has been
the scene of intense gay political
struggle in the past year - the campaign which defeated the Briggs
Initiative, the murder of Harvey
Milk, and the riots in response to
the Dan White verdict - made us

sons of lesbian history projects in
other cities. A basic task is
affirming the importance of recovering our lesbian history. The
group offers support to individual
researchers both in academic settings, which usually deny the legitimacy of lesbian research, and in
the women's community, which
traditionally had little access to the
tools of historical work.
W~thin the context of the group,
individuals can share skills and
provide critical feedback on research and writing. We believe that
working together on collective projects can break down the hierarchy
and competition of traditional historical research.
Our commitment to sharing our
discoveries with the lesbian community is as important as the goals
of recovering our past and
employing feminist methods.
Sponsoring panels, forums and
slide talks like Lesbian Masquer-
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SOME LESBIANS IN EARLY SAN
FRANCISCO WHO PASSED AS MEN

ID u1fil[bIB w~uirn 0[illffi~~
IBw illil□GJ@ lli©r?l!llli©
about this woman, Jeanne Bonnet.
These newspaper stories were so detailed and frank about Jeanne
. Bonnet's relationships that I began searching scrapbooks of 19th century
clippings for more evidence. So far, and I've just begun, I've come across
nearly a dozen accounts of San Francisco women who passed as men and ·
had women lovers, as well as articles about a female impersonation dance
hall in 1908 called the Dash, where things happened which "may only be
imagined but which may not be described." I also found some vicious
editorials condemning Oscar Wilde during his London trials in 1895; stories
about a "sissy" who committed suicide during the Oscar Wilde trials, and
an effeminate youth who was mistaken for a woman passing as a man,

. . . a woman who owns an antique shop in
Sonoma County found a lesbian photo album at
a flea market . . . "No Man's Land" ·is embossed on the cover, and inside are snapshots of
women dressed in overalls and sailor suits, and
women hugging in bed, with clippings from
,poems about "old maids" and the "joys of women's kisses."

all acutely aware of the historical
importance of the California gay
community. Those who worked
against Proposition 6 (the Briggs
Initiative) for instance, encountered lesbians and gay men around
the state whQse stories had never
been told. Witnessing the emergence of a vocal gay community in:
San Francisco, as well as the homophobic reactions to it, compels us
to ask questions about our lives
here: why we are here, why we are
vocal, and how we have survived '
and grown strong. The study of
local lesbian history enriches both
our personal and political consciousness, while sharing this
history with our community
strengthens and affirms our collective identity.
From our diverse, but compatible perspectives we began to set
common goals for community les- ·
bian history, influenced by our
own politics ~nd aided by the les-
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,artender rescued it from an antique shop where
age. A San Francisco antique dealer showed me
:t music from tfie 1860s and 1920s, photographs
the 1930s, and postcards with lesbian messages.
11d that thi!se items in antique shops, the letters
and our own diaries, letters and photos, are
nts that we need to preserve for the future.
tg is using the techniques of local history to
ns and gay men.
r a community beginning to discover its own
11en are incredible savers of newspaper clippings,
d ephemera that are gay-related. When word got
aterials to reconstruct our history, .people began
r clippings or lesbian novels they had collected
•ho "passed" as a man and lived with a "wife,"
,as never published, or love letters between two
feteria where gay men went in the 1930s. We are
mation, make sure these documents don't get
e rumors and stories about people and places.
itten about "everyday" gay people in the past.
ing older lesbians and gay men about what they

tterviews on tape with lesbians and gay men in
sometimes the only way to learn about what it
teens, '20s and '30s. These people remember a
ed in history books, and they often have saved
:her materials. Recording an oral history togethgay people of different generations to meet and
example, one afternoon I was xeroxing a notice
History Project. The man in line behind me
:, tapped me on the shoulder and said, "Gay
d talk to me.'' We set up an appointment and I
hearing about gay life in San Jose, California
,t month I spent an· afternoon with a 76 year old
1eetmetal worker in San Francisco all his life. He
;es in a Salvation Army orphanage before World
ivell Street in his Model A, and living 'wjth two
e same way," for over 50 years. The women in
p in San Francisco have also begun interviewing
lives in San Francisco.
·
to do with. all this information that you're

ject are trying to come up with imaginative ways
md make it available to the lesbian and gay
1istory tapes, after steps are taken to insure
:d, will be preserved with other documents in an
esbians and gay men interested in our history.
1-'e collect is being published as articles. We have
adio shows about local lesbian and gay history,
,rum on ''Two Decades of Police Violence and
.ncisco."
Project sponsored a slide show - a benefit for
t of my research into early San Francisco. Called
t's about local women in the 19th century who
rried" or lived with women lovers. We showed it
and were unprepared for the sell-out crowd -
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ade returns the information we uncover to the community and gives
us community reactions to our
ideas. Public presentations offer
both political education and
personal consciousness raising for
project members and audience
alike. A good example was the historical forum the San Francisco
Lesbian and Gay History Project
sponsored last summer on police
violence ·against gays. The questions, reactions, and corrections
that came from the audience some of whom had lived through
this history - forced us to rethink
our ideas about San Francisco gay
and lesbian history and, we believe,
brought new information and
ideas to the community.
Shortly after the lesbian group
formed, we realized what.a diverse
group we were and that we needed
to meet informally, at first, to establish a personal foundation for
working together. We held several

more than 300 people - who came to see it. During the discussion
afterwards, women talked about the issues it raised, their own experiences
passing, and spinster aunts or bachelor uncles they suddenly realized had
been gay. It was a very exciting evening. The Lesbian Herstory group
formed after this showing, and community support for the History Project
quickly grew.
· MB: It's unusual for a man to give a presentation'on Lesbian history. How
do you feel about being a m~m and doing this slide show?
AB: Well, I have mixed feelings. When I began my research into 19th
century San Francisco,! knew I was going to follow every lead I found, and
make a special effort to discover the early lesbian and third world experience in San Francisco, a history that's been least visible. As it turned out,
the most exciting and moving documents I've found so far, including lots
of pictures, were the very detailed newspaper stories about lesbians who
passed as men. These articles, which have to be read in the light of their
male bias, were, it seems, very common. I began telling these stories to my
friends and people in the History Project, and they encouraged me to find
ways to make they available to more people. Out of these discussions came
the idea to do a slide show. So I collected all the pictures I could find and
wrote up a talk about three of the woinen .whose stories were the most
complete - Jeanne Bonnet, who organized women into a self-sufficient
gang in 1876; "Babe" Bean, who lived as a "bachelor" and wrote,

===========================!
Last April, San Franciscans opened a time capsule that had been sealed in 1879. Among the
booklets and papers was a non-descript pamphlet, an official guide to the geysers of California, and .inside its cover the author of the
pamphlet, Laura De Force Gordon, had written
the following 1inscription:
"If this little book should see the light after its
100 years entombment, I would like the readers
to know that the author was a lover of her own
sex, and devoted the best years of her life in
striving for the political equality and social and
moral elevation of women."
newspaper articles in 1897 about her experiences passing as a man; and
Luisa Matson, who was engaged to marry Helen Fairweather, a San
Francisco schoolteacher, before her discovery in 1895. Some of the women
in the History Project and I spent a lot of time reworking 'and revising the
script, so although the primary research is my own, the slide show had been
a collective effort.
My reservations come from my belief that lesbians cari best do lesbian
history - I know that when I do gay male history research and analysis, I
bring to it a whole set of experiences as a gay man that help me know where
to look and understand what I find. So in "Lesbian Ma~querade" I am

, pot-luck dinner/meetings where
the topic of conversation soon
turned to our own histories - our
coming out stories, our reasons for
joining the project, our skills in
relation to the project. These
evenings
proved
invaluable.
Through them we established new
friendships, broadened our interests in potential research topics,
and shared the different methods
we will be using (archives, oral
history, film).
By the end of the summer,
several projects had emerged. One
is the establishment of a regional
Lesbian Herstory Archives which
will house materials gathered from
community oral histories, personal
memorabilia-, and printed sources.
This repository will help achieve
our goals of sharing our history
with other lesbians and creating
cooperative networks with other
lesbian history researchers who
visit the archives.

We hope that a slide-tape based
on Lesbian Masquerade will
extend to others our enthusiasm
for local lesbian history. Such a
slide-tape can be sent to groups for
use in classrooms or political
organizing. Eventually, several
project members would like to
produce films based on the stories
of nineteenth century passing
women and community oral
histories with lesbians.
The current focus of our
meetings is designing an oral
history interview for Northern
California lesbians, many of whom
are willing to share their stories
with us. We were surprised, at first,
that it was so easy to find lesbians
to interview. We handed out a flyer _
at the Gay Freedom Day parade .
and at the repeated showings of
Lesbian
Masquerade.
This
outreach combined with direct re~
.quests to .older lesbians has
brought us in contact with wom~n

sensitive to this - I've tried not to speak for women, but to present, as
clearly as I can, the stories of these womens' lives in historical context. It's
important to me that people know about how these· women struggled to
survive and sometimes fought back. These women all used to be wellknown in San Francisco, but because of homophobia and the low value

•

One afternoon I was xeroxing a notice for the
Lesbian and Gay History Project. The man in
line behind me noticed what I was doing, tapped
me on the shoulder and said, ''Gay history?
Well, you should talk to me."
·
placed on women's experience by most historians they've been forgotten
until now.
Since we first presented "Lesbian Masquerade" it has gone through
many changes, mostly because of suggestions made by women who have
seen it. The Lesbian Her;tory Archives in New York has added slides from
their collection, and a woman in San Francisco, Jill Rose, has added a song
she wrote about Jeanne Bbnnet. When I get back to San Francisco, the
Lesbian Herstory group plans to make the slide show into a slide tape. It's
very exciting to see this process happening - a community reclaiming its
own lost history and beginning to create a new culture based on it.
MB: You've brought "Lesbian Masquerade" with you from San
Francisco to show on the East Coast. Where is it going to be shown?
AB: We brought "Lesbian Masquerade" here as an example of one kind of
local history that is possible for other communities to do. So far we've
shown it at the Lesbian Herstory Archives in New York, and also in Salem,
Massachusetts; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; and Washington, DC. Other
showings will be in New York: October 24, 8:00 p.m. at St. Peter's Church,
346 West 20th St., a benefit for the Lesbian Herstory Archives and the S.
F. History Project; Cambridge: November 2, 7:30 p.m. at the Old
Cambridge Baptist Church, a benefit for the S. F. History Project and a
newly forming Boston Area history project; and in New Haven on
November 4.
MB: Do you have anything more to add?
AB: Well, I'd like to say that in reclaiming our lost history we're not only
enriching our own lives and empowering our political struggle, we're also
fulfilling a legacy left to us from the past. Perhaps the most moving
example of this ''legacy'' was made public last April when San Franciscans
opened a time capsule that had been sealed in 1879. Among the booklets
and papers was a non-descript pamphlet, an official guide to the geysers of
California, ana inside its cover the author of the pamplet, Laura De Force
Gordon, had written the following inscription:
If this little book should see the light after its 100 years entombment, I should
like the readers to know that the author was a lover of her own sex, and devoted
the best years of her life in striving for the political equality and social and
moral elevation of women.

The San Francisco Lesbian and Gay History Project's mailing-address is P.O. Box
1653, San Francisco, CA 94103. Lesbians may contact the Lesbian Herstory Archives by writing to P.O. Box 1258, New York, NY, 10001.

who can recall San Francisco lesbian life since the mid-1930s. Soon
we will be interviewing lesbians
from small town or rural northern
California areas - a task facilitated by contacts made during the
statewide campaign against the
Briggs Initiative.
Finally, our project wants to cooperate in the networks of lesbian
history research which have been
forming through the efforts of
women in Boston, New York City,
Buffalo and Washington, ,D.C.
Through comparing our work we
can discover both our shared
lesbian history and the unique
patterns we uncover in each local-ity. Further, the political, personal
and academic exchanges within the
network can support us in our
struggles within a homophobic
culture. The San Fran<;:isco
Lesbian History Group wants
to join with other lesbians to prepare workshops, panels, and

caucuses at the next National.
Women's Studies Conference
(May 1980) and the next Berkshire
Conference on Women's History
(June, 1981).
The San Francisco Lesbian History Group has jus·t begun the
small steps towards uncovering our
regional lesbian heritage. Our first
interviews have been scheduled for
this fall; we take Lesbian Masquerade to the Los Angeles women's
community on November 24th at
the Church in Oc~n Park; we
hope to produce a slide tape by
1980. We urge lesbians who are interested in our work to send us your
comments on our goals, process
and projects. And keep us informed about your histories.
San Francisco
Lesbian History Group
Boxl653
San Francisco, CA 94103
*History, La Historia, L'Histoire: Inquiry, to Know

Loss of InnoCence

Carel Shop
Copley Flair
583 Boylston Street
Boston

)

Greeting carditis is like the common cold-we've all
had it. The symptoms are always the same: A sharp pain
paralyzes your decision-making apparatus and you
become delirious. Should the card ooze sensuality or
sentimentality? Should it carry a greeting or be blank?
Should it be high art or high kitsch? Greeting carditis is,
alas, incurable, but the best place to let the symptoms
run their course is Copley Flairin Boston.
Owner Larry Kessler says the store carries 14,000
greeting cards from about 100 specialty lines, and if that
doesn't make you feel just a little bit better, your case is
terminal. Kessler believes that people generally want
a card that says they took time to find it, so he offers
everything from the mushy to the downright lascivious.
He and his partners, Mary Lou Furlong and Lorraine
Buchan, hand-select all merchandise, rarely opting for
package deals. The lines ranged from hand painted ·
one-of-a-kind items ( Sl to $2.50) to voluptuous Vargas
pin ups (75 cents). And the ubiquitous museum repros
are here in abundance. The store carries a large
assortment of gay-oriented greetings for 75 cents.
Copley Flair is also big on gift items, ranging from
the practical (mugs, calendars, etc.) to the totally
capricious (X:ratedfortune cookies, S3), ora stuffed doll
named Copeless (the Person of the '80s). Never has a
greeting card store been more of a challenge to the
hopelessly indecisive.
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By Andrea Loewenstein
Last weekend, when I was in
New York, I stopped by a conference at NYU called ''The Second
Sex, Thirty Years Later." By Friday evening, when I showed up,
most of it was already over, but
there was a poetry reading just
getting under way with Robin
Morgan, Audre Lorde, Kathleen
Fraser, and several other poets, I
hadn't registered for the conference, since apparently the only
place it had been publicized was in
universities, and I'm not around
any universities now. However,
the big auditorium was less than
half full, and the women at the
door were glad to let me in.
The women at the reading were
scattered around in little clumps
of two or three or four. There
were a few alone ones, who were
all either engrossed in reading the
program or writing busily in their
journals. I looked around, but
none of them, even the alone
ones, were in the mood to smile at
a stranger, or even to engage in a
little sisterly eye contact. I thought
that either the conference must
have been unusually bad, or that
the New York community was
regrettably cold, and went back to
my own journal.
Then a frightened-looking willowy blond woman came to the
mike and tried to announce something which no one could hear
because the sound system wasn't
functionng. The logical thing
would have been for all of us to
move up to the front of the room,.
but no one suggested it; it wasn't
that kind of gathering; and I
didn't want to stick my neck out.
A lot of women were shouting
things like "Oh come on already!" and "Can we get on with
it!,,
Which is how it happened that
by the time the first poet began
her first poem, about some men
hunting a bear which was also the
poet's mother, I had decided that
I didn't really want to be there,
and so had removed myself mentally. This is why this is not a
review of the conference or of the
poetry reading at all, but rather
some musings on such gatherings
in general. My apologies to the
poets, but the reading serves only
as a backdrop. I did stay physically till the end, not liking to add
myself to the number of women
who kept leaving with much snapping of chairs and rustling of
papers right in the middle of
poems.
"Why" my musings began rhetorically, "do I, a self-proclaimed
Lesbian Feminist, often hate
women's gatherings so much that
I resolve never to go to any more,
and sometimes even hold to that
resolution for as long as a month?

At least," I continued, "no one
knows me here. If they're unfriendly, it's nothing personal."
Resisting the temptation to go to
the ladies room, look in the mirror
and find out why they were unfriendly, I followed my generalization to the specific. I theorized a
women's concert: Meg Christian
at Sanders Theatre. An archetypal
d.ample.
Those of us who were brought
up on those standardized speed
reading tests with initials for
names (GED, ORE, SAT) have
mastered a certain kind of scanning of the eyes. This technique is
especially useful upon entering the
concert hall. It can answer such
crucial questions as:
I. Who do I know here?
a. Who are they with?
b. How are they dressed?
II. Have they seen me, and if so,
will they acknowledge me with:
a. A blank stare.
b. A smile and wave.
c. A burst through the row of
chairs to reach me and
hug.
d. A seat saved.
These ~uestions answered, and
a seat of some kind found, other
problems immediately arise. What
do you do when your former lover, who, three months ago, abandoned you for someone else with
whom she is pow necking in the
row directly in front of you, turns
and sees you? To speak or not to
speak? To pretend, perhaps, that
this stranger on your right is your
· new lover and begin to neck with
her immediately, counting on her
not to scream? Or to crawl under
your seat?
For those among us who have
ventured onto the dangerous territory of non-monogamy, there is
the question of how to deal with
the lover you are not with when
you see her (she sees you). This
problem may not, on the other
hand, arise, since, as every mature
woman knows, each gain in life
entails some loss. Your loss in this
case may mean giving up concerts
for the season, thus leaving the
floor free for the two of them to
meet, compare notes and complaints about you, and fall in love.
A less problematic experience
(it may even be enjoyably spicy if
your taste runs this way) is to sit in
a row of five random women and
figure out the interconnections
between all of you. If the announcements last longer than the
regulation two hours allotted to
them, you can always draw a sociological diagram or family tree
of these connections on the back
of the three-foot long program, in
which all costs of everything are
explained to your satisfaction.
Continued on Page 17

an imaginative gallery of art,
handcrafts, jewelry_and
. furniture reflecting.

originality, quality
and good taste
BOSTON

* but then you knew that!
Monday through Friday 9-9
Saturday
9-6
Sunday
12-:6

583 BOYLSTON STREET

806 Hope st.
Providence, R.I.
open Tues.-Sat. 10 to 6
opposite Cinerama Theatre
521-0370

Why should
the Gay Communit y .
support Kevin White?
Because Kevin White has supported the Gay Community.
,---._

-Kevin White, in an ex~cutive ord~r signed in
1976, made Boston one of the first cities in
the United States to ban discrimination against
gay people.
-Kevin White appointed one of the nations·
first official liaisons between City Hall and
the gay community.
-Kevin White hired former State Rep. Elaine
Noble for his Governmental Relations staff.
Noble was one of the first acknowledged gays to be
elected to office in the United States.
-Kevin White has consistently supported state
legislation to prohibit discrimination against
gays and to assure equal employment opportunity.
-Kevin White opened the citys office of Human
Rights to the Gay Rights Coalition and provided
meeting space in City Hall for the Gay Panel.
- · Kevin White has consistently supported Gay Pride
W~ek wheQ other city and state politicians have
remained silent.

The Massachusetts Gay Political Caucus has voted
the mayor "supportive" of Gay Rights.
"Supportive" is the highest rating the caucus gives
to candidates.

,

Boston needs a strong, effective Mayor ·
Boston already has one: Kevin White
.

Paid for by

.

· · THE KEVtN WHITE COMMIT.TEE: 89 STATE STREET. BOSTON 02!09 · .
STl'WHEN CRQSay, 76 .WAS!jjNG,TON ST~ET. Ct~Mti~TOWN; MA 0212~: . . •
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67 DESIGN and CONSTRUCTION INC
67centre st roxbury ·mass

John fohin

LIC BUILDER
-427-1622

space planning and design
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GROUP FOR GAY MEN
Who are interested in
dropping the flossy facade
to examine the relevant
issues in their lives.
No chg. initial interview.
GEORGE L. FIELDS, M.D.

482-4979
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· Private Confidential
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For Rental Information
Call: 367~2810
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·.. 3<,0,000 Customers a year
•. cannot be wrong!
· Bottomless Salad Bar, Homemade Soups,
Quiches, Chili, Lasagna Champignon,
Hamburgers, Eggplant Parmigiana,
Blended Fruit Juice Drinks, Desserts.
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Take a Friend to Lunch!
Two for one offer good with this ad at both
locations 12pm-4pm through November 15, 1979
41 Charles St. Beacon Hill
Boston, Mass. 723-7537

"The.Garage" Harvard Sq.
Cambridge, Mass. 661-8979

Open 7 Days & 7 Nights
*Not valid in Cambridge
location on Saturday

Snyder & Weinstein
Attorneys and Counselors at Law
Gay Civil Rights, Commercial, Criminal,
Constitutional Consultation and Litigation
Cohabitation Contracts-Gay Issues Lectures
240 COMMERCIAL STREET
BOSTON, MASS. 02109
TEL (617) 227-8000

573 MAPLE STREET
MANCHESTER, N.H. 03104
TEL. (603) 669-3363
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John~

Impressions of the v~
By Allen Young
I traveled to Washington with
four friends from Butterworth
Farm, all of us cramped into my
1970 Mercury Comet. We made a
stopover Friday night to pick up an
old friend, Tom Wirth, at his
apartment on New York's Lower
East Side. Though he has never
been . a gay activist, Tom has
marched in every gay pride march
in New York, starting with the very
first one in 1970. And he joined us
on the trip to Washington, making
us six. We may have been crowded,
but we were energy efficient. We
passed the time as best we could,
camping it up.
Tom's favorite sign in the march
was a simple one saying "Gay
Dentist." My own sign said
"Country Faggot" on one side,
and on the other, "Homophobia
and Nuclear Power - Two Things
We Can Do Without." My
''Country Faggot" sign won me
many smiles. A guy came over to
me to shake my hand and confide
that he was a "city faggot." A few
country dykes waved. I wasn't the
only one at the march concerned
about nuclear power. The iss~e was
mentioned several times by speakers, and one of the largest and prettiest banners was New York's
"Dykes Opposed to Nuclear Tech-nology" or DONT. It was fun running into my Vermont friends,
Vicki, Lynn and Jeremiah. I had
just seen them at the big demonstration two weeks before in south-

1

ern Vermont where we protested
Them
the Vermont Yankee nuclear · made 1
power plant.
ented.
My neighbor Denis had a sign
breakil
saying "Sex is Fun" and he won
for me
many smiles with that one. The
hint of
prize-winning tee shirt (which apchorus
peared in a UPI photo) said "I
choice,
don't molest children and I don't
the ml
do windows."
justice.
I loved Robin Tyler. She was
not onl
funny,
radical,
friendly,
uage (,
intelligent, pro-sex. Everyone (esto shou
pecially the dykes) laughed at
cause 1
Robin's comments about the irony
ideal. C
of gathering at the foot of the
implica
Washington Monument. Another
they sa
favorite line from Robin Tyler's
ballad
rap was: "Anita Bryant is to Chris"Stouttianity what painting bynumbers is
the Mar
to art.''
The
Culture Shock, the gay men's
source
theater duo from Lancaster, Penn- .
behind
sylvania, offered a list of questions
ing to r
that one can ask heterosexuals. "Is
set. Ho:
it true that heterosexu_als' reproOver th
duce because they can't recruit?"
drew le:
Also, "Why do heterosexual men
gether.
have such stiff wrists?"
Joan
Despite myself, I loved the Los
reminde:
Angeles Great American Yankee
of love.
(GAY) Freedom Band as well as
should l
the Los Angeles Gay Men's Chorus
mote, f
(both of whom performed at the
and viol
Saturday night outdoor concert). I
herthid
say "despite myself" because both
day's 01
institutions reflect what some gay eloquen
writers would call "hetero-imita- circuit.
tion." However, we need to keep
Lotsc
in touch with our senses of humor. goby, a1

-
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Michael Thompson

John Tohin

/ saw two and one of them seemed
to ine to be quite a faggot, a
bearded fell ow holding a banner
urging us to "Repent or Perisl)."
Cheery. ..
My lover and I were at the
march site by ten-thirty. We were
It must have been a moving sight to
early, but so were thousanJs of
see. I felt a twinge of regret that I
others. The vendors were plentihad chosen to march rather than
ful. One ~oman in particular
observe. If I had chosen to observe,
caught my attention. Selling buthowever, I think I would have retons, she insisted that everyone
gretted that more.
There were very few straights · had to wear a lambda. Her spiel
went on to mention that the butwatching us, which. made the
media's failure to cover the march · tons she was hawking were classics
made ten years ago. On inspection
adequately all the more galling. I
of their slogans ("Gay is groovy."),
have lived for some time without
I was inclined to believe her. ,
_the Boston Globe, which effectLater, I ·would circle by that same
ively ignored the march . I would
woman vendor only to then hear
recommend that gay Bostonians
her shout that her buttons were
boycott the paper. If you have to
fifteen years old. By the end of the
read it, use the public library . .
day, I mused, she would probably
be claiming that they were manufactured in the time of Sappho.
As we lined up for the march, a
By PatM. Xuras
woman organizer (via the sound
For every person who had been
system) was continually warning
tllere, there would be a different
particular faggots that they should
version, a · different story, hunhide their handcuffs. (Handcuffs
. dreds of thousands of individual
are consi'dered a weapon in Washmemories. It was a magical day.
ington D.C. and anyone with visAfter the march, we would find
ible cuffs could lJe subjected to arourselves tr:udging, sitting, squatrest.) Having lived in a neighborting in mud and on damp grass-hood with a gay men's leather/
it wouldn't matter. Our own good
denim bar, I had once bought myspirits continually pushed back
self a pin that's in the shape of
the rain clouds that had threattiny handcuffs which I sometimes
ened half the day. Even the bonewore as a sign of solidarity,
white phallus, . the Washington
acceptance and .outrageouness Monument, which loomed behind
nothing kinky. I had planned on
us would be ignored.
wearing my pin to Washington, so
I had feared violence would
it neally tickled me to hear this
strike us so, at first, I was in a
exasperated woman, after warn· tense mood. I also anticipated
~ing faggots four times, finally
protesting "Christians" - I only
scold them with a s~outed,

~e National M lirch

otested
mclear

a sign
Le won
~- The
ich apaid "I
[ don't

Le was
iendly,
ne (esled at
! irony
::,f the
nother
ryler's
Chrislbers is

men's
Penn-.
:stions
ls. "Is
repro~uit?"
.l men

e Los
ankee
'ell as
horus
it the
ert). I
: both
e gay
mitakeep
1mor.

The male baton twirlers not only
· made me smile, but were very talented. The fact that they were
breakirrg a ·sex role stereotype was,
for me, enough to overcome any
hint of militarism in the music. The
chorus made- one . unfortunate
choice of songs, a hymn about how
the ruleI"s of "men" should use
justice. The song was unfortunate .
not only because of the sexist language (which caused some wonien
to shout out protests) but also because 1 don't see being rtJled as an
ideal. One could only smirk at the
implications of the other songs
they sang: a turn-of-the-century.
ballad entitled· "My Buddy,"
"Stout-Hearted Men," and "Blow
the Man Down."
The music at the rally was a .
source of great unity. The spirit
behind women's music 'was inspiring to me during· Meg Christian's
set. Holly Near sang usomewhere
Over the Rainbow," a treat which
drew lesbians and gay men together.
Joan Baez's telegram of support
reminded us to keep alive the spirit
of love. I agree with her that we
should be wary of those who promote, for their own ends, anger
and violence. Betty Santoro, with
her thick New York accent, was the
day's outstanding orator - such ·
eloquence! She should be on the
circuit.
,
Lots of gay people watched us all
go by, and I could understand why.

death. On anotherlevel, I think of
"Don't let me tell you no more!"
a · faggot friend's conversation
Other memories flash by like
with me theorizing the necrophilia
jewelled shapes in a kaleidoscope:
in the gay community concerning
choking back tears as .a beautiful
our most well-known , martyr.
de~f gay man speaks at the rally
1-Iarvey remains a hard topic for
verbally and in sign. A woman
me to discuss.
·
from Cleveland is swapping the
Of all the images and emotions,
names of her favorite local bars
I'll carry with me from that day,
with a woman from Boston. At
orie remains the strongest. Highly
the mike, someone is announcing
personal-, it began at the beginning
random items such as: "John
of the march: As I walked along
Carr meet your lover at the stage,
with the GCN contingent, a
right now!" which gets quite a
womap called my name · from the
hoot from the throng. Maxine
sidewalk. Our conversation may
Feldman belts out "Give Me That
have lasted all of ten seconds. She
Old Lesbianism." What else for a
had gone to high school with me.
Sunday? There's a chanting duel I
In the few seconds we spoke, with
,had with a mustachioed gay man
·the cliche phrases we used, I felt
on the sidewalk. He was chanting,
all of the followisg: she was gay
"Gay sex! Gay sex! Gay sex!"
and proud, but to an extent still
·while marchers seemed oblivious
closety and afraid. I felt her fear
to him. Whether it was prudence
and pain. She liked my writing in
or simple apathy, I don't know.
GCN (or so it seemed, from our
Being a bit of a ham, I squared off
and began to chant, ''Lesbian - terse talk). I can't remember anything else that was said. ' The
sex!" equally proud and loud.
The queen met my · stare ·aoc;t · march hadn't stopped for me and ·
l had to regain my place. I hoped
grinned. Not for a moment did
our' voices falter - we were a ver- · that for her to see me or (as she .
bal symphony, prajsing our pre- . . seemed to indicate) for her to read
my articles it was somewhat of a
ferences. As I turned to rejoin my
comfort to her. I knew her fear
lover, the gay man had switched
and pain. By being gay, we• have
from his chant to echo· mine .
so much to lose in this society. I •
The show of solidarity was recihave felt both fearful and hopeless
procated most poignantly when
at dmes, These emotions contiHolly Near sang "Somewhere
nue; as does the struggle for liber~ ·Over the Rainbow'' during the
..,.
ation.
rally. I remember the tear-stained
The March on Washington was
face · of a faggot _who waveringly
a good day for me. It had a fun,
sang with her (as did many others)
· playful, trusting innocence to it,
as he continued to mill through
like Halloween, or romping at a
the crowd hawking souveneirs.
carnival. It was a good day and it
· _Some speakers mentioned Hartakes remembrances such as these,
vey Milk and I had to tune them
plus the support of others, to ease
out. I still feel the shock and disthe struggle.
belief as when I first heard of his
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Odyss ey, of a UlliCorn

Efforts to treat VD out of existence have failed. Therefore, we
must learn how to practice and teach VD PREVENTION as an
important part of every personal hygiene and sex education
program. Here are some highlights from our booklet -

THE NEW
VENEREAL DISEASE PREVENTION
FOR EVERYONE
Personal Hygiene is Significant
to VD PREVENTION and Good Health .

Page 2: THE SEXUALLY ACTIVE MALE
Careful washing after sex will reduce the possibility of
catching VD. The germs that cause syphilis and gonorrhea, as
well as some other sexually transmitted diseases, are sensitive to soap and water. Wash before sex for hygienic
purposes.
IMMEDIATELY AFTER INTERCOURSE:
Soap genitals working a bit of soft mushy soap into urinary
opening.
Rinse..
Repeat procedure.
Then urinate (which may sting).
Extended exposure or delay before washing diminishes the
effectiveness of this preventive measure. Washing is doubly
important since even In the absence of syphilis end
gonorrhea, other sexually transmitted germs can cause
infections such as NGU (non-gonococcal urethritis) or NSU
(non-specific urethritis).
If lubricants are involved in the sex act, use watersoluabl~ preparations that will wash away. do not use an oil
base that will leave a film to trap the germs.
NOTE: The foreskin that covers the head of the penis may
trap germs whlch can cause Infections. Therefore, special
attention should be given to washing the uncircumcised
penis.
When vaccines' against gonorrhea and syphilis will have
been developed, personal hygiene will remain necessary to
prevent other sexually transmit•ed diseases. For example: A
gonorrhea vaccine will not prevent approximately half of the
reported cases of male urethritis which are not gonorrhea.

Page 3: SOME ASPECTS OF PERSONAL HYGIENE
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
· · Infectious germs which are commonly found in the lower
digestive tract may be transmitted from the rectum during
certain sex activities. Among the dangerous germs present
may be the virus which causes hepatitis, and parasites which
cause gastro-intestinal disorders if they enter the mouth
(anal-oral route).
The mucous membranes of the genito-urinary system are
highly susceptible to infection by some of these germs from
the rectum. For exan,ple: As a result of careless wiping from
rectum towards vagina by the female after_ toilet, germs are
easily spread to the vagina where they may cause infections,
and from which they may be transmitted during vaginal, as
well as rectal, intercourse. Therefore, females must not wipe
in the direction of rectum to vagina.•..
Personal hygiene before and after sex can be greatly
aided by the bidet, a low bathroom fixture, designed to
facilitate washing for disease prevention and proper cleansing after toilet. Not everyone, unfortunately, has been adequately Informed as to the advantages oUhe bidet; it is not
found, for instance, in homes or hotels in the United States,
whereas in many parts of the world it is widely used and significant to personal hygiene. Good hygiene requires careful
washing of genital and rectal areas before·and after sex.
* ** *

Men & Women: In our booklet learn also aboutThe significance, during treatment, of no alcohol or sex
activity which may irritate the GU system, delaying cure. The
importance of a follow-up visit 'to the physician to see if
·
further treatment is required.
For the sexually active male ~ the commercially available germicidal preparation (Sanitube® ) for use after intercourse to prevent gonorrhea and syphilis.
For the sexually active female - certain commercially
available vaginal contraceptive foams, creams, suppositories
and jellies, which also have germicidal properties that · may
prevent VD.
* * *· *

Send your tax-deductible contribution for a copy (quantities
available). We need your support. Learn these facts. Help us
distribute these booklets and educate the public.

AMERICAN FOUNDATION FOR THE
PREVENTION OF .VD, INC.
335 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, NY 10013

Stonewall to Washington

By Nancy Walker
In my usual, careful; precise,
well-planned fashion, I got to the
March en Washington _:.:_ barely
in time to get in line and take off.
Why? You may well ask. My
sother, whqm I adore, has a job
from which she is being' forcibly
separated after this year. In order
to make possible contacts for another position, she had to attend a
conference on Saturday. ·we,
thetefore, couldn't go .to Washington until after her conference·
was over.
She arrived back at the old
homestead after 6 p.m. We had
initially thought it was not a good
idea to go to the march. But several weeks ago I suddenly woke up
(I have a habit of suddenly waking
up) and became passionate about
going (between bouts Qf doubts
and fits of depression). Then just
when I made up my elusive mind
about going, my precious laid the
conference on me. We realized
that we would have to forego all
the. fun and festivities that took
place on Saturday, but we assumed that if we arrived in time
for the March, we would. qualify
as having done our patriotic duty.
So, on Tuesday we called a friend
who has a healthy car, and asked
if she would like to go with us to
Washington some time on Saturday afternoon. She said yes. I
heaved a sigh of relief. We would
have three drivers in a car that
should make it. On Thursday our
ex-friend finked out on us.
I had real doubts about our car.
It had, after-all, gone through the
ordeal of our California-and-back
grand tour (the story of which I
will eventually continue), and
passed out finally from sheer ex-.
haustion after a short jaunt to
New York. Also there was the
damned conference. I threw in the
towel. Told my sother we were
going to be sensible elderly .folks
and stay home for the weekend,
look at the slides from our trip
(which had just come back) and
take it easy. She therefore took
her time about the conference·and
got back much later than we had .
originally anticipated. She walked
in the door saying "March on
Washington." I said, "No," the
edge of anger rising in my voice.
We- had dinner. It was 8:30. I
looked up at her and said, "If we
leave now, we can get to Washington in time for the March.''
And that was that. She had, in her
wily way, filled up Doodle Bug's
gas tank en route to the conference - just in case.
I think that car really is a dyke.
She got us to Washington. We
were much the worse for wear, because we couldn't get any sleep,
but she got us there. We parked
· right across the street from the
Hirshhorn Museum where we
were supposed to meet the rest of
the people from GCN. It was 8:30
a.m. We were to meet at 10. We
were starving. Did you ever try to
find a restaurant in Washington
on a Sunday morning??? Everything must be· hidden · under-

.
··
ground. However, the people in mass of humanity, not as isolated
· · a nd
free
charge of the March even had that individuals,
Everyone
area covered. They told us where dignified.
to go, amt we walked about a mile stood up tall and proud. Were
to find a cafeteria. On the way these the same people who, so
things began to happen. We saw very few years ago, could neither
clusters of people here and there communicate with each other on street corners - and they were because they didn't know about
us. We say hello and smile. Where . each other's existence'- nor get in
are you from? Massachusetts. touch with their own innnermost
God, isn't anybody coming to this essences without fear or revulthing from anywhere else??? I'm sion? Were these the "homogetting nervous. What if it all sexuals" who were condemned as
turns out to be a fantasy of our , "sick" or "evil" by the outside
world to such an extent that they
own making???
We needn't have worried. I had had internalized all the hatred
been dreaming in the car of thou- they saw around them??? Not by
sands of closet doors opening all a long shot. And what happened
across the land, and people con- in Washington over this past
verging on Washington from all weekend was not the miracle of a
directions. We didn't see anyone moment, but the culmination of
else coming to the march as we one phase of our liberation prodrove along - because everyone cess and the instantaneous beelse had the brains to start off at ginning of another, possibly more
difficult one. We are now out of
an appropriate time.
Ah, but we finally started to the era of Stonewall and into the
perceive what was really going on, era of Washington. We are no
when we got to the cafeteria. The longer a movement of isolated inplace was literally filled to burst- dividuals or small groups of indiing with US. Everywher,e we viduals dealing solely with local
turned we saw US (we knew it was problems. We are a national
US because buttons were blatantly movement. We are the wave of the
displayed, T-shirts shout\!d the future. We are strong and healthy
message and there were too many and, by God, HAPPY as well as
smiles for the people to be any- GAY. We have finally fused all
thing less than gay). We began to the disparate elements of ourtingle with an inexpressible thrill. selves. We are whole and healed.
The March did not heal us; it
We spoke to everyone. There were
two men at our table during showed us that we ·have healed
breakfast, and one of them told us ourselves, that the years bo(h
how his mother, a very religious before and afterStonewallhave inwoman, had rejected him, saying deed meant something, have inthat even if Jesus himself came deed caused a genuine change
down from heaven and told her to within us. That is the change that
accept her son, she would not. matters, not the fact that some exWhat pain, and yet, he was there, ternal attitudes have improved,
and he had persuaded his friend to · that a few small concessions have
go, his friend who was not at all been won from the great big world
"political." I wanted to adopt out there. What matters, what
both of them on the spot and take matters majestically and abunthem home with me. They were dantly is that we are not a popnot from New England. While we ulation of snivelers, or cravens
were waiting on line for our food, hiding in fear and self-loathing.
'people, if not totally
we met two people from Cali- We are
fornia who assured us that there united, at least united in our fight
were others from their state and for justice and in our hard-won
that there were a thousand people self-respect. We have become a
from Texas. I was getting more force to be reckoned with. The
and more excited. The knowledge very fact that the media have
.that something extraordinary was rushed to lie about our numbers at
about to occur permeated the air. the March indicates how frightIt was hard for me to concentrate ened they are of us. They have to
on the food. (That had to be a lie or cover us in a media blackout
to fight what they surely know is
national first!)
We finished our food, and ran our inevitable victory.,
And, let me tell you, our victory
back to the museum - too late,
of course, to meet the GCN peo- is inevitable. Through all the years
pie. I panic and threaten to do of silence, loneliness, and the pain
something unmentionable to my of seeing gays suffering through
poor sother, who insisted on all that our homophobic society
breakfast -when I wanted to hang can dish out, I have known that
around waiting for everybody. We someday our true personhood
found some March officials, went would be recognized by everyone,
to the mall and found our contin- and that sexual orientation would
gent. Everywhere, as far as the eye cease to be an issue.
The day of final victory is far
could see were faggots and dykes
- from all over, from all walks of off still, but after this past weeklife, gay human beings in numbers end, no ' one can seriously doubt
unanticip~ted, in a mood of exul- that gays will overcome. If we
tant expectation like nothing ever could come from everywhere to
before. This was our day, this was · show our solidarity, to demand
our Declaration of Independence. our rights from ,the center of our
We were in the capital of our government, we can and will make
Continued on Page 17
country. We were suddenly, as a
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our voices heard, we can and will
fight until we achieve what is
rightfuJly ours.
The March on Washington gave
us each a gift, the gift of ourselves
and each other. There was no way
to escape the all-encompassing
warmth and affection that went
out from each to all and fiom all
to each. It was quite possible, on
Sunday, to say in absolute honesty
that we were members of one,
loving family, that we looked on
each other as brothers and sisters
with the care and concern that
family members should, but seldom do, have for each other.
I can't recall a har-sh word being
spoken. I can't recaJI anyone even
bumping into anyone else. I have
been in many huge crowds but
never without some feeling of apprehension about a possible violent eruption. I did not have that
feeling on Sunday, though the
crowd was a veritable ocean of
gays, nor do I think anyone else
had. We all seemed mellow, soft
and gentle. And the mood of festive kindness continued even on
our journey home. As we drove
(insane to drive to Washington
and back so quickly) home Sunday night we had to make the
necessary stops along the road for
drinks and the emission of drinks,
and everywhere we stopped we
. saw people from the March, still
proudly wearing their buttons and
t-shirts, and still glowing from an
unforgetable experience, the kind
of shared experience that will give
us good cheer for years to come.
We were there. We were counted
(if inaccurately by the outside .
world). We were together. And we
will never again be quite the same
as we were before.
You may be either delighted or
horrified (depending on how you
view my rantings and ravings) to
learn that I have no negative criticism of the march or the rally or
the speakers or anything else. I do
not necessarily agree with everything that was said, but I must
confess that I was moved to tears
repeatedly by the speakers, particularly Betty Santoro, the keynote
speaker, and the mother who
spoke for the Parents of Gays.
What love, what courage and
what a magic trick it was to pull
the March together despite all the
in-fighting that always takes place
when gays attempt a joint venture.
I was not privy to the actual
planning of the March. I did not
get involved in the battles. I would
never have known, from the
March itself, that there had been
any strife at all. It is a testimony to
the human spirit that the March
went as well as it did. I want so
much to thank those who made
that event possible. It provided
the proof we needed that the time
is right, that the gay movement
has come of age, and that the next
decade will be one of decisive
action, the kind of action that can
only come from a people who
have finally come to know, accept
and love themselves and each
other.

Innocence

Continued from Page 12

"New York is really different!"
I thought, as I tuned in to the
third poet, who was making the
first announcement of the evening. It was about a collection she
was taking for another poet who
could not attend that night, having been shot. "Immaterial"
shouted one -voice. "Maybe she
deserved to be shot. We need
more facts," murmured someone
else. In Boston such a reaction to
any announcement at all would be
inconceivable.
In fact, another problem I have
·experienced, not only at concerts,
but also at other group events
such as lectures or poetry read, ings, is that moment when the
· entire audience rises to its feet,
presenting a solid wan of enthusi-

astic sisterhood, and you didn't
admire the song/poem/play/
dance/talk at all. In fact, you
found it inane. You feel conspicuous remaining seated while everyone around you stands, and this
is, a;nyway, much more of a statement than you have in mind. How
alienating it is to stand in bad
faith! Can they all really like it so
much? If so, they must have ter.rible taste! If not, are they just
following the crowd? If so, then
WHAT KIND OF A WOMAN'S
COMMUNITY IS THIS, ANYWAY?
It is true that I have often had

problems with what sometimes
feels like the Boston woman's
community's indiscriminate support in certain areas. In New York
I had no such problems. In an
atmosphere sharp with dislike, a
woman ended her poem with the
sentence, "I mourn the loss of our
innocence." Pondering this line, I
spotted a woman called Rachel
whom I used to know when I lived
in Madison, Wisconsin, dressed in
purple, looking not . in the least
motherly, and ten years younger
than when I knew her, walking up
the aisle arm in arm with another
woman. "Remember the Feminist
Criticism Collective'' she had time
to whisper before she disappeared, and I did, very happily, for the
rest of the reading.
*
* *
The name bothers me now. It
.strikes me as elitist and pretentious, but it didn't then. Madison
was my coming out city, and The
Feminist Criticism Collective
(about 30 professors and graduate
students in English and Comp.
Lit, by invitation only) was my
coming-out group. We sat· in a
semi-circle and discussed a piece
of literature which we'd all read
the previous week. We were women, talking about books, and flirting - not with men, but with each
other. I was in no position to be
critical. I loved it. Rachel was a
roundish Jewish woman from
New York whose daughter was
gay and who attended all the lesbian functions (we assumed) to
offer her daughter support. She
used to laugh at my jokes during
the meetings, and sometimes take
my arm as we left the room. My
mother wasn't speaking to me
much at the time, and I used to
look at Rachel a lot during the
meetings, and pretend I had
traded places with her daughter.
Mostly, though, I looked at Ellen.
It was EJlen who invited me to
join the Feminist Criticism Collective, and I met her at my very
first lesbian party. My mother was
still speaking to me, then. ·I was
seeing a woman (basicaJly a friend
who'd had the kindness to consent
to initiate me) and hanging on for
dear life to the man I'd been involved with. In the Universitybased community of Madison, everyone met at least twice a day, in
the fourth floor study lounge
where the lesbians had their own
table, and at the student union,
similarly stratified. It was not the
best ·city in which to try to lead a
double life. r was not included in
anything that went on in the lesbian community, and, except for my
friend, none of the dykes would
speak to me when we passed. Very
very short hair was in at that time
and in that place, and overalls and
leather jackets. And, as far as I
could see, there were certain requirements for being a lesbian.
You had to break with your family, get stared at and called "Mr."
and "Sir" all the time, drop out
of school, not get a job and go on
welfare, spend at least half year
in a mental hospital, and freak out
in every possible way. I had been a
good, femmy, studious girl up to
this point. Too good, if anything.
I knew I was into women (I always
h.ad been) but I held onto that
man. And then someone asked my
friend to go to a party, and I was
right there so she included me too,
and then my friend decided not to

a

go. I figured I was doomed anyway. I went alone.
You had to go. through the bedroom to get to the party, and I
remember just standing there
looking at the bed. "Two women
slept here," I thought, "two
women make love here." I could
have gone home right then; it
would have been enough. Instead,
I sM in a corner of the living room
looking at the tough dykes who
didn't talk to me, until one who
didn't look tough came over. She
was very small, with long brown
hair down to her shoulders, green
cat eyes, a trace of a Southern
accent, and a soft turtleneck. She
said her name was Ellen and that
she was finishing a dissertation in
the English department on the
medieval English poet, Thomas
Wyatt, and teaching Shakespeare
to undergraduates. She said why
didn't I come up to her office on
top of University Hill to talk
poetry, and would I like to join
this group, The Feminist Criticism
Collective, she was a member of,
although she didn't really go in
for that sort of thing generally,
being a strictly non-political,
academic type. By the time she
had recited a very sexy poem by
Thomas Wyatt in perfect Middle
English, I had fallen in love.
Then Ellen's lover came along
and they went home, and I spent
much of the next semester walking
up and down University Hill, or
around and around the lake path
weeping, while she said Jean had
put her foot down and we must
never again . . . a resolve we kept
until the next Feminist Criticism
Collective meeting, where I sat
across from her, looking into her
green eyes and being as witty as I
could about The Well of Loneliness. . . . And afterwards it
seemed crazy not to go out for a
drink, at least ....
The role of Other Woman was
absorbing. Slowly, I said goodbye
to my man friend. I gave a lesbian
poetry reading. Rachel came and
laughed and cried and hugged me
afterwards, and Ellen came and
disapproved of my use of explicit
sexual terms. She preferred her
writers subtle, she said, and what
if someone had figured out I was
talking about her? The community had forgiven me and opened its
collective arms. I fell in love with
one of the tough women in leather
jackets, who wasn't, of course, so
tough after all. I wrote more
poems and fiction, using not only
explicitly sexual language but also
language about rebirth and reclaiming my body - and circles.
. . . Not subtle ,at all. One thing
leads to another, as they, and
soon I had dropped out of graduate school, so that I never saw
the announcement of the conference on the Second Sex until it
was too late to register for it.

•

•

•

Probably they knew what they
were doing, confining their announcements to universities. You
never know what type you might
get, otherwise. Take me. The
reading was over, and I looked at
the announcement for the next
morning's conference and my
watch, at the same time. The
announcement said the conference would be .on "Problems of
Heterosexuality.'' My watch said
eleven o'clock, which was bar
time, and here I was in the Village,
where if you are from out of town
you can go to the bars, be as indiscreet as you want, and not have
to meet her next week at the concert/food co~op/subway or your
therapist's office . . . not to
mention the fourth floor study •
lounge, lesbian table. All of a
sudden it aH began to make sense
to me.
·
"New York, once a month," I
scribbled in my journal. "The perfect solution for the problems implicit in community. The perfect
refuge for those whose innocence
was lost a long time ago, at the
Feminist Criticism Collective.''
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loston·s lest All Male Snow!
The Finest in X-Rated All Male
Movies is Now in Both Cinemas 1& 2
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204 Tremon~ St.
Boston 482-4661
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GAY _.HEALTH+-LESBIAN
At the Fenway Community Health Center we look out ·
for our brothers and sisters.
Gynecology, colds, VD, hypertension, nutrition .
For··young & old.
By lesbian & gay male medical providers.
By appointment Mon.-Fri. days and Mon. evening.
Walk-in VD session Wed. 6:30-8 p.m.

FENWAY COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
_ -· (617 267-7573
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JUST FRIENDS
GWM 29, 5' 11 ", 185, avg lks, cl neut,

frndly, · into sports seeks all sports
minded males 20 to 29 for fun, friendship, workouts & goodtimes. I love
bsktball, ftball, racketball & any other
new sport. Write to P.O. Box 101, E.
Milton, MA 02186.
(13)
GM BUDDHIST SEEKS FRIENDS
enjoy running, cycling, ski-touring,
· nature, travel , psychology, math,
science. I would like to explore art,
music, theatre, sailing, flying. Nonsmokers only. Call after 6pm (617)
353-1807. Rick.
(13)
GWM 40 prof sine 1kg for new masc
GWM frns sm age or yngr, int incl job,
health, trv, carp antq bcycl someone to
exch visits ideas gd times poss perm
frns . No dope, fat fems, only sine frns
reply, Box 65, Kittery, ME 03904
(15)

PERSONALS

Gay Community News, October 27, 1979

C lass1·1·18dS

PROF WF SEEKS GWF NURSE
to share home and companionship. No
drugs. Discretion assured. Own house
with swimming pool and seek someone
to share energy cost. My likes are
swimming, cross country skiing, tv,
movies. Simple things in life. GCN Box
132.
(15)
New York GWM, 30s, 5 ' 7", 140, dark
curly hai r, swimmer's body. Cuddly,
shy, hopelessly urban professional
writer, straight until recently, but politically conscious, looking for sexual
friendship, hopefully leading to serious
relationship with attractive, honest,
aware, caring guy with sense of humor,
app. 30-45. Not into drugs, bar scene,
gay stereotypes. I love good friends,
bike riding, dancing, kids , ethnic food
orgies, European travel iesp. Italy),
exploring New York City, old movies,
satin shirts and suede pants on occasion, Thanksgiving and Christmas,
Charles Dickens, Jack Finney's " Time
and Again." Write c/o Brandt, Apt. 8C,
817 West End Ave., NY, NY 10025.
(15)
Wanted LF, romantic, sensuous, sensitive, mature, monogamous, attractive,
active, affectionate. Maybe you even
live west of Boston and enjoy sailing
and skiing! At any rate, a blind date
might b"e fun! GCN Box 133.
(15)

HELP GCN TURN ON (THE MUSE)
If you 've got an old AM/FM (mainly FM)
radio you don' t use any more, and want
to give to a worthy cause (so to speak)
call Mike at GCN 426-4469. Ours blew
up.
AU INTO TOYS?
A complete set of 6 ri ngs sizes ranging
from 1" to 2½" plus hinges, hooks, and
mini rings to make this a most unique
pkg . Total cost is only $10.00. Send
request to "Rings and Things," PO Box
1498, Boston, MA 02104.
(14)

·

THERAPY GROUP FOR GAY MEN
is now forming to deal with issues of
intimacy, relationships, and gay selfimage. Call 628-8286 and leave message tor Jim Fishman, MSW.
(9)
·
GAY PSYCHIC READER
My reading give Important Info about
clients' relationships, work, creativity,
and mental patterns. Carol Newhouse
MSW (617) 628-4692.
(9)

Gay men, therapy for individuals and
couples. Help with lifestyle, jealousy
and relationships. Institute for Rational
Living. 739-5063.
(16)

MASS. BAY
COUN'SELING ASSOCIATES
INDIVIDUALS, COUPLES
AND GROUP COUNSELING.
Newton Corner, Mass. (off the Pike)

(617) 965-1311 for appt.
CALL NOW: MASS BAY ANNOUNCES
Fall openings in gay men's therapy
group. Meetings held Monday nights at
7:30pm. For information, contact Frank
Ring, 965-1311.
(15)

Jt1full,Sf,~.,1 d,~.\ trov,, .l("ou.rJ ~~ 1uw1J
MOUSIE MOUSIE WILD FLOWER
4-;IJ Wf\'5H•f)GTO\') sr
We didn't sleep
')Cl'ltR.'11 IU..E (')~':,",. oi1 .. >, ~5-l·"ISJ.~
We didn't eat
GAY WOMEN WRITE/MEET WITH
But we kept time
confidentiality (by code) & supportiveIf
you
wish
to
respond
to
a
box
number
With the marching feet.
ness through 'The Wishing Well' magaIn any of our ads, send to GCN Classi- zine and services. Intro. copy $3. Also
And .anyone who wasn't there,
fieds,
Box
_
_
,
22
Bromfield
St.,
BosHas missed a sight beyond compare.
offering Feb '80 Hawaiian Holiday. Broton, MA 02108.
I love you. All my love, Porcupine.
chures. Box 664, Novato, CA 94947. (14)
GWF wants to meet GWF who is honUNO UNO UNO
WOMEN'S SUBURBAN
SERVICES
.
You missed a biggy. Saw other friends est, mature & capable. I'm 5 '6", 165, 22
PSYCHOTHERAPY SERVICES
from your neck of the woods. Wish you yrs. I'm not fond of games (in friends or
INDIVIDUAL AND COUPLE .
I WAS TAKEN!!!
had been there. Nothing can describe it lovers). Interests: lesbianism, pool, writ•
PSYCHOTHERAPY ANO REFERRAL.
At T&H studio. We have moved to the
Ing, & discos. Please send photo or
for women,
or equal it.
fritflds, and falllilits.
phone if possible. GCN Box 135.
ocean so come & visit & have an envir(15)
(617) 861-8824
Lexington, Ma11.
ORGANIZERS OF THE
onmental portrait taken. We mat &
MA PETITE GRENOUILLE
MARCH ON WASHINGTON
XMAS/CHANUKAH CARDS NOW?!
frame too. Call us! 356-0248.
(15)
1300 miles can never separate our
Never thought anything could have
A portrait taken now (while you're still
IT'S TIME
been so well-done. Many thanks for giv- hearts or lives. Our love will keep us
tan!) makes a nice card for season's
Start changing, growing the way you' greetings. Your
ing us all a day to remember forever and · warm till "A time for us" arrives. We
place or ours. Call T&H
want. Sensitive male therapist M.S.
had a beautiful weekend, darling. All my
ever. Unicorn
·studio for info. 356-0248.
(15)
Prof.
Trained.
love
forever,
Gay-lesbian
your
Pooh-Pooh.
clients.
(14)
TO ALL WHO WENT TO WASHINGTON
GAY MEN'S THERAPY GROUP
Eclectic
approach.
(617)
723-5651
.
(15)
XXX
GREETING
CARD
CATALOG
Do you know how beautiful you are?
Beginning, has openings.
Well, you are very beautiful. Keep the Over 500 selections - anniversary, getDavid Seil Associates 536-2665
well,
birthday,
Xmas,
all-occasion.
Only
high spirits you brought with you to the
David Seil, M.D. - Director.
$2.00 (refunded with first order). They
march, and we will win. With love,
are
funny
funny
funny.
You
won't
Unicorn.
NH GAY COUNSELING
believe how funny till you see. WBR.
Growth and ·crisis - men and women.
PAT BOND
SC,
POB
173,
Berlin,
NJ
08009.
(15)
Individual, couple and family. Lyn
Wanted very much to stop by and see
AnnouncesNewHoursafterOct. 1, 1979
Foley, Judy Sigler, both MSW, ACSW.
Goodlooking WM, 38, 5'11 ", 160 lb,
you, but we had not slept since we got
Mon.-Fri.
By app't only. (603) 224-5600. Concord.
9am-5pm
up on Sat AM, and we had to be back for masc, strt appf, good body seeks guys
Wed.
9am-7pm
in Bedford, Billerica Area for sex and
work Mon A~. Also, I had the world' s
HOUSE CLEANING/GARDENING/
Sat.
11am-2pm
friendship. Not into fats, fems, bars, or
worst cold, which in my selfishness, I
PAINTING
739 Boylston St., Suite 407
games. Write Boxholder, POB 443,
would not share with you. Any chance
Done by reliable woman. Reasonable
247-1832
Billerica, MA 01821.
(15)
of your coming to Boston?
rates. Good references. Call "Paula at
MASTER IN PRISON
GWM 27 living & working in N. Marianas
625-5133 or Jii at 426-4469.
{cl
MARRIED
MEN'S
GROUP
Tall
handsome
WM
38
heavyset
quiet
skg other gays in Guam & Saipan area,
Gay
men,
therapy
for
A
3-month
individuals
group
and
form
ing
which
will
discreet
submissive
needs
real man
also skg reg correspondence. POB 71,
couples. Help with lifestyle, jealousy
focus on issues and needs of gay/bi
well bit 18-36 as his substitute for long
San Jose, Village Tinian CM 96950."'1!(17)
and relationships. Institute for Rational
men married to women. Call Francis
term
rel.
Boston
So
Shore
only. Pis
S&M GM 28, thrn, strng, intelligent sks
Living. 739-5063. Lie. Psychologist (16)
Giambrone 661 -7890, eve~.
(14)
send full descr ltr to GCN Box 131. (17)
submissve but masc yng man into
CHAIR CANING
I PAINT GAY COLORS ·
FRENZ & LUVVERS association boots, denim, B&D, frndshp, good sex.
Quality interior painting, reasonable · Quality seat weaving by faggot fingay/bi meet, date, relate. Details $1 .00
Box 506,310 Franklin St, Boston, 02110.
gers. See ad this issue for 10% off 445·
prices, free estimates, references. Call
to: P.O. Box 814, Boston, MA 02123.
(14)
1435
Mary 491-0758.
(exc)
(14)
(13)
GAY CS PRACTITIONER-HELP!
Please! Am looking for lesbian or gay
practitioner. The need is great. Please
write soon. Hurts are growing. GCN
Box 128.
(15)
Classified Ad deadline is Tuesday noon (prior to SunNumber of weeks ad is to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
GWF desires to meet GWF 30-35 for a
day publication).
friendship and possible relationship.
Please circle one of the following ad categories:
All ads must be paid in advance. No ads accepted by
Interests are photography, martial arts
phone. Make check or money order payable to Gay
APARTMENTS
and philosophy. GCN Box 129.
FOR SALE
INSTRUCTION
(13)
Community News, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass.
GWM late 40s recently arrived in So
·JOBS OFFERED
JOB OPPORTUNITIES
JOBS WANTED
02108.
Shore needs same for get togethers
JUST FRIENDS
LOST & FOUND
MISCELL.
Since we are distributed nationwide, please include your
(cts, din, concerts, movies). Also
interested in those farther afield for fun
area code if your ad includes a telephone number.
MOVERS
ORGANIZATIONS
PENPALS
weekends. GCN Box 130.
(14)
Non-business: $3.00 per week for 4 lines (35 characters
PERSONALS
PRISONERS
PUBLICATIONS
per line); each additional line 25 cents. Headlines
UNCUT?
REAi, ESTATE
RESORTS
RIDES
are 50 cents per week for 25 characters.
Don't be ashamed of your skin - call
Business (if you charge money for a service, you are a
someone who appreciates it. Under 35
ROOMMATES
SERVICES
WANTED
preferred. Jeff, (617) 523-1093, after 5, in
business): $4.00 per week for 4 lines (35 characters
Headlines _ _ _ _ _ t $_ _ _ per wk. $._ _ __
Central Boston.
(13)
per line) and 50 cents for each additional lfoe. HeadGWF 35, seeks friendships with other
lines are $1.00 for 25 characters.
First 4 lines._ _ _~t $___per wk. $._ _ __
women Boston South Shore area. GCN
If you wish to pick up your mail at the GCN office:
Box 126.
(14)
Each additional line at $___per wk. $. _ __ _
Our hours are 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday .through
BASKETBALL PLA YEAS
Friday.
$_ _ _ _
Pick-Up Box No. at $1 .00/6 weeks
Highly competitive women's league in
There is a charge of $1.00 for a phone number included
Lowell-Littleton area needs players. For
in a ~ersonal ad.
$ _ _ __
Forward Box No. at $3 .00/6 weeks
more information call (617) 486-3313.
Box numbers are available at $1 .00 for 6 weeks ·if you
"(13)
$_ _ __
Phone Number in Personals at $1 .00
pick up your mail. If, however, you wish your mail
·GJWF 50 seeks GF to share love, rad
forwarded; the rate is $3.00 for 6 weeks. Mail is
$_ _ __
3 months forwarding at $5.00
pol, classical mus, theatre, bks. Race,
forwarded at the end of the 3rd and 6th weeks. If
relig. unimportant. RI-Bos. GCN Box
you want mail forwarded for a 3 month period a
114.
(14)
$5.00 charge will be made for the additional time.
TOTAL ENCLOSED ....... $_ _ __
Bi WM WANTS YOUNG WM LOVER
Please
I'm 41, 5'9", 145. Good body, avge
looks, educ & want long term relat with
...,......- ---City _______ State _ __
WM 18-35. You are sensuous, caring &
enj older man. No fats, fems, SM. Send
phone & descrip Box 137, 118 Mass.
Ave, Boston 02115. Let's enjoy good
times.
(14)

,.,ir

CLASSIFIEDS

Print Neatly

Name ________

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ Phone-----~

GWM, 35, 5'7", 148, 32" w, loves
grease, poppers, attractive face and
buns. Hung generously. Visit Boston
twice monthly. Write, photo, and I will
get in touch. Smokers welcome. GCN
Box 125.
(13)
.
WRITE THEN CALL PLEASE!
I'd love 2 love an interesting classy
intelligent guy in his late teens or early
20s who enjoys meeting the needs of
busy succe~sful (GWM 32) man! I have
the Intelligence 2 make sure ur needs r
met 2! I live alone in a 2 bed Camb apt
on MBTA. I enjoy travel, cards, movies,
theater, sports! I'm not n2 drugs (grass
OK) cigarettes, BO, SM, moustaches or
beards. I prefer someone cleancut
working or in school. Write, inc picture
if possible :i'1d THEN leave a message
for Paul a· 625-6245 P.O. Box 335 (Paul
c/6 ON Corp) bomerville02143.
(15)

I
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II

IIlI

I II

II

1 I

J

LESBIAN COUPLES
Established lesbian couples with a few
troublesome problems? Jil I Stewart-,
Lesbian Feminist counselor; first session ·free. 666-2778
(15)
CRUISE TO FLORIDA - CHEA~
Good drivers, over 21, needed now to
deliver cars - liberal gas allowance.
Also Calif & all of U.S. Call Joe 267-4836
for information, now!
(R 13)(5 15)

ROOMMATES
Lesbian roommate wntd for 8 rm apt
near Oak Sq Bri-w/3 LF & 1 F child. Near
trans. $63/mo plus utii. Non-smoker. 1
more cat OK, no dogs. 787-4729.
(14)
BiWM looking for Bi or gay WF to share
lg 2 br apt in JP near G line and park.
Am 29, prof, neat, quiet, mature, responsible. Seek same. 524-1517. Available Nov. 1. 150 plus util.
(15)
ARLINGTON
3 GFs seek 4th to share pleasant,
friendly, ind. home. Lge yard, wkg
fireplace. Rent $173 inc. heat. Nr bus to
Harvard Sq. Cal I 648-4221 .
(14)
GF 27 seeks same to share tobaccofree 2 bdrm apt on North Shore. Rent
$90 plus utilities. Call 922-4548.
(15)
Quiet responsible independent GF
seeks same to share lovely 6 rm apt in
Beverly 5 min from ctr, ocean, trains to
Boston. $250 incl util, pkg. Furnished.
Call Terry 321-0099.
(13)
LIVE IN THE COUNTRY
Have room overlooking beautiful pine
woods in rural Sudbury w/hse privileges
Male or female 25 + . $250 inc heat. 2
Fireplaces. Sherry, days 485-8610. (16)
GM, prof 25-35 wanted to share lt1xury
Dedham home. Includes garage.
$250/mo all inclusive. Call 326-8134.
(14, 16)
Responsible 5th person wanted to
share Marlborough St. apt. in semicollective home. $150 rent. Nonsmoker, no pets. Call Yama 426-7042.

JOBS WANTED
THE IMMACULATE & EXOTIC
Gay-run domestic serviees for your
pleasure: 1. Thorough, dependable
house cleaning; 2. Gourmet cooking meals & small affairs, popular & international dishes prepared with whole,
fresh vegetarian foods. For both 3679064.
(14)

MISCELLANEOUS
PET SCREW FOR CHRISTMAS
Pet Screw comes in its own cage complete with instructions. Over 200 thousand sold. Send $5.95 plus 50• for postage and handling. Give a pet screw to
your pet screw. Send check, M.O. to
N.A.M. Corp, dept G, 131 Fulton Ave,
Hempstead, NY 11550.
(19)

FOR SALE
Waterbed - queen size, never used.
Ponderosa pine stained frame, pedestal
deck, mattress, liner, heater, 5 yr guarantee $195. Call 828-2724.
(14)
12 STRING GUITAR
Yamaha FG-230. Excellent condition
$125 or best offer. Call Kim at 391-2033
evenings.
(c)

RESORTS
NOW! LADIES KEY WEST
Exclusively & intimately yours superb
tropical old town homes with a very hot
tub & outside shower. Full kitchens &
sound systems. Center Gardens, 920
Center, Key West, FL 33040. Beverly
(305)294-8147.
(14)
LOVE FALL P-TOWN NOW $10
P-Town
is
open,
bars,
shops,
beaches!!! CARL'S GUEST HOUSE,
now til Oct. 28! Pvt. rooms $10 up. UG
Student Dorm $6. 68 ' Bradford St. Provincetown, 487-1650
(15)

APARTMENTS
HOUSE FOR RENT
3 bedroom, 6 rm house, quiet residential area near Boston public trans. Suitable for professional couple $600/mo.
Call after 6 PM (617) 245-2409.
(14)
FOR RENT
5 rooms, kit & bath, quiet house, quiet
street, janitor service, heat & hw. No
pets. J.P .. $290 (A-1) Mr. Smith (617)
524-1128.
(17)
Revere. Spacious attractive 6 rms, mod
kitchen & bath. $450 + heat & util . 4
miles to Boston. Call 289-9605 eves ..(15)

ACCOMMODATIONS

\

THE HOUSE BOSTON
Guest Rooms-Ngtly Rates
Furn Rooms & Apts-Wkly Rates
Restaurant & Bar
(617) 783-5701-5131
(35)

MOVERS
Signature
Account No.

Expiration Date - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

0
0

VISA
l\tASTER CHARGE

THE JIM CLARK MOVING CO.
Ucensed-lnsure_d-Professlonal
24 hrsJday-7-day!I/Wk.-No O.T. charges.
LobPI Jobs-1,.ocal R11tee.
354-2184

Daniel Tetting 055509, U-3 5-8, P.O. Box
. CENT. FLA SOCIAL SERVICES
GF, soon to be re.leased seeks friends
747, Starke, FL 32091 .
(10)
Gay Social Services has peer counand
correspondents.
Please
write
to
Arthur Johnson 025867, U-3-S-12, P.O.
seling, hotline, rap groups, bar alternaher. C. Green 27914, Box 900, Jefferson
Box 747, Starke, FL 32091 .
(10) .
tives . Join us. P.O. Box 43551, Winter
City, Missouri.
(12)
Park 32793. (305) 843-2750. (14)
Lonely, BM, 25 well bit. Seek friendship,
25, 5'7", 160, brn h & e. Like guitar &
.
D.O.B.
companionship, love & happiness. Am
fun. Terry A Lykins F-208, 034049, P.O.
Support organization for lesbians, 1151
Driving to Seattle Nov 1, looking for poet, philosopher, romantic. Most of all
(10)
Box 158, Lowell, FL32663.
Mass Av, Carnb. Old Carnb Bap. Raps
rider to share driving & expenses. Call I'm freak for some good gay loving .
every Tues & Thurs 8pm. 35 plus rap
23, 5 '7", brn h & e, 150. Thomas Dalton
Race, religion no problem. Anyone
524-6393--early- AM
or
late
PM.
(14)
- - - - -2n_d W & 4th Fri, 8pm. Bi-monthly magA 048073, P.O. Box 158, G-462-2, Lowell,
write, will ans all. Dewayne Key, P.O.
azine FOCUS $8.00. Monthly social &
(10)
FL 32663.
Box 747, Starke, FL 32091.
(10)
fund-raising event. Info & office hrs
5 ' 8"; 155, bl e, bind h. Kenny Hutchison
27, 6 '1 ", slender, light brown complex661-3633. All women invited to partici067081, K-41, P.O. Box 488, Polk City,
ion. Like sports, conversation, photogLESBIAN DRUMMER, VOCALIST
pate.
(23J
FL 33868.
(10)
raphy. Ralph Patmon 148-858, P.O. Box
Seeks womyn musicians to form a
NGTF NEEDS YOU
45699, Lucasville, OH 45699.
(11)
Seeks
corres.
27,
many
interests
incl
band. Jazz, African, Latin - music that
Join with the largest, fastest growing
tennis, travel, movies, reading, etc.
Support gay prisoners.
gives strength to womyn, music that 26, 5 '8", 140 blk h, bl e, Tony Lee
gay civil rights group in the country!
be
sincere,
will
ans.
all.
Eugene
·
Must
Logsdon
136-620,
P.O.
Box
45699,
transcends.
Call
Deborah
(401)
The National Gay Task Force works
Read
and
answer
our
Price
153-926,
P.O.
Box
69,
London,
OH
Lucasville,
OH
45699.
(11)
751-8931 . Uproot.
(14)
with a professional staff on media rep4~~~~
GBM, 30, 6' 1 "want W or B 'corresponprisoner pen pal ads
resentation, national legislation, inforWHAT SIZE DO YOU HAVE?
5'7", 138, blk h & 3, Latin. Like sports,
dent. Age not imp. Wm Boatwright
mation clearing-house, religious re3x5? That's what we're looking-for! File 78-A-3364, Box 367, Merel Cooper,
friends. Jorge Alonso 058150-64-207,
on the classified page.
forms, corporate non-discrimination
cabinets for 3x5 cards, preferably in Dannemora, NY 12929.
P.O. Box 221, Raiford, FL32083.
(10)
(11)
statements, more! Help support our
rows of 3 (to fit in with the ones we al- Will be released June '80, seek corresI am a white male and gay, 30 yrs old, 6'
Sincere, warmhearted gay seeks friend
work-join now. $20 membership ($5
ready have) Call Mike at 426-4469 if pondence. Michael K. Harper 153-152,
tall and am interested in writing for
interested in solid, meaningful relationlimited inco"le) includes Newsletter.
you've got any!
(c) P.O. Box 45699, Lucasville, OH 45699.
friendship that might turn into a meanship. Harmonious, sensuous, sexy,
NGTF, 80 Fifth Ave. Rm. 1601, New
ingful relationship. John Thomas
caring & sincere write soon. George
(11)
York, NY 10011.
WANTED TO BUY - 10 SPEED
79-A-813, Clinton Correctlonal Facility,
Jackson 041307, W-3-N-7, P.O. Box 747,
WM, 22, 160, 6 ', gd complexion, would
Foreign-make bicycle. Call Jil 426-4469.
Box 367, Dannemora, NY 12929.
Starke, FL 32091 .
(10)
(C) . like to correspond w/people into music,
Bind, bl e, 22 seek honest sincere corI am seeking an honest person who is
reading, etc. Allan L. Palmer 065459.
respondents. Raymond H. Goforth
fun-loving, respectable and intelligent
Guarcljan, independent radical newsP.O. Box 158, M.C.I., G-Dorm-522-T,
061631, G-433, P.O. Box 158, Lowell, FL
in hopes of gaining one swell cornweJ3KlY, covers black, women's, gay
Lowell, FL 32663.
(11)
(11)
32663.
rnunication between that person and
struggles and liberation movements
Sk sincere corres w/public. want to esFenway Community Health Center, 16
myself. My name Is Mark D. Smith / around the world. Special offer: srx
WM, 25, 5' 11 •, 155, bind h, grn e. Earl
tablish constructive ties, determined to
Haviland St, Bos is seeking physicians,
152-778, P.O. Box 69, London, OH
weeks for ·$1. Guardian, Dept. GCN, 33
McDonald A-056892, FSD 23-3108, P.O.
become productive mem of soc. Will
physician assistants, nurse practition43140.
.
_
/ W. 17 St., NYC, NY 10011.
(c)
Box747,Starke,FL32091.
(11)
ans all w/respect. St. James Lattimore,
ers to staff medical sessions on a subHoping to be released within the next I Before you stop trying to find a lover try
143103, P.O. Box 45699, Lucasville, OH
,BM 5'8", 31, no prejudices, out in 6
stitute basis. Submit CVs to Kevin
90 days and to relocate outside of Ohio, \ us. Advice, Fantasies, Personals.
45699.
(11)
Cunningham, Director.
mos. Need friendship upon release.
(14)
I am 48, black, an athlete all my life. Will \ Twelve issues $10, sample $1. You're
Robt Speth 148-170, P.O. Box 511,
33, ·wants correspondents. Jerry Lee
HOUSEKEEPER
answer all letters, race or religion unirn- \ Not Alone, P.O. Drawer 8398CH,
Columbus, OH 43216.
(11)
Jones 134642, P.O. Box 45699, Lucas&
Housekeeper,
restaurant
help
(c)
portant. Sincerity is. Ralph Gholston, ', Atlanta, GA 30306
ville, OH 45699.
(11)
College student seeks serious meanlaborers needed at . The House. Call
14~-~96, Box 5500, 1582 State Rt 104,
GAY SCENE - The Picture Homophile
ingful relationship with individual(s)
783-5701 or783-5131.
(15)
GWM wants hear frm other gays for
Ch1ll1cothe, OH 45601.
Monthly in 8th Year of Publication.
who care to start developing alliance
friendship, possible visits. 24, 5 '9",
PREP PERSON & DISHWASHER
r\lews From Everywhere; Movement
thru correspondence. Will ans all, pis , I am 24 yrs of age, and would like to cor160, brn h, bl e. Will ans. ·all. Richard
Positions available at one of Boston's
respond with someone gay for friendN,ews; King's Reviews (Stage, Screen,
enclose recent photo. Chuckie Davis
Shelby F-7805, Box 244, Graterford, PA
most ,unusual dining places. Call Andy
Book & T.V.); D.D.'s Best Bets; Lesbian
ship. I am in search for a real, sincere
149-845, P.O. Box 45699, Lucasville, OH
19426.
(10)
at 482-3494.
(15)
man. Donald W. Tolbert, 142915, P.O.
Life; Articles; Nude Plaything of the
45699.
(11)
Inmate seeks meaningful & sincere reEXCITING OPPORTUNITY
Month; Religious News; Personals; and ·
Box 45699, Lucasvllle, OH 45699.
Former model, 20s, educated & somelationship. Pis write Wardell Smith
Ad reps needed to work immediately!
More. Send $1 for sample copy, $8.00
what traveled, ac/dc male desire corres.
149-239, Box 5500, 1582 State Rt 104,
F.T. or P.T., during your own hrs. Meet
for 12 issues (in plain envelope) to
Steve Sutherlin B-030162, P.O. Box
Chillicothe, OH 45601.
(10)
new people, explore new places. Great
REGIMENT, Box 247, Grand Central
158-6, Lowell, FL32663.
(11)
GAY SWITCHBOARD OF NYC
for supplemental income. 20% comOhio prisoner needs correspondence,
Sta., NYC 10017.
When you're in New York, give us a call
Yng WM would love to correspond w/
~ission. Will train. Looking for reps to
will reply to all letters .. Italian born. 6 ',
FOCUS
.for the latest information on gay and
sincere, intell man for lasting relationwork NYC, Wash. DC, Mid-west ... all
200, likes sports, reading, people, asFocus: a bi-monthly journal for
lesbian events, which bars to go to,
ship. Only liberal minded reply pis.
areas. Ad agency inquiries encouraged!
trology. Wants friend, needs to be
lesbians, $8.00 per year, $1.35 per indiwhere to stay, what group to contact,
James Clanton 024323, 14-2216, P.O.
Call "Varna," Gay Community News
friend. Joseph P. Sarli 129-669, P.O. Box
vidual copy. 1151 Mass. Ave., Camand which businesses to patronize. Call
Box 747, Starke, FL 32091.
(11)
(617) 426-7042.
(C)
45699, Lucasville, OH 45699.
(10)
bridge, MA 02138. Publishes fiction,
us to rap or just to say hello. (212)
Lonely man likes men or women. 24,
GM, 23. Robert Nix A-039704, P.O. Box
FUNDRAISER WANTED
poetry, reviews, · essays , graphics.
777-1800, from 3pm uritil midnight. (20)
brn h, good lks. Paul M. Hines 151-932,
500, Olustee, FL 32072.
(10)
Quest: a feminist quarterly (a 501 (C)(3)
Editorial meetings first Monday of
.
IDENTITY HOUSE
P.O. Box 45699, Lucasville, OH 45699.
Lonely.
Donald
Scott
039787,
P.O.
Box
organization), is looking for a fundraiser
every other month (Apr, June, etc.) at
(11)
Lesbian, gay, bi, peer counseling and
7
4
7,
Starke,
FL
32091.
(12)
who can work on a commissioned
8pm. Call 259-0063 for info. We need
groups. Rap groups: 2:30-5pm $at. for
basis. In its fifth year, Quest is an inde•
21, 5'9", 150, bl e, blk h. Like disco,
writers and production people. A good'
women, and Sun. for men. Free walk-in
I'm
GWM
who
loves
to
be
called
Joni.
pendent journal publishing feminist
swimming, movies. Larry . Williams
place to learn how to put a magazine
c,ounselllng. Sun.-Tues. 6-10pm. Dona20,
sexy
hips
&
face
to
match,
starving
theory aAd political analysis. Join us in
042407, P.O. Box 747, Starke, FL 32091.
together.
·
'
tions accepted. 544 Ave. of Americas,
·
for
love.
Won't
you
drop
me
a
line?
Joni
(12)
a unique work experience. Our.only reTHORAZINE KILLS!
NYC. 212-243-8181.
P.O.
Box
747,
MC
Queen
035117-A,
quirement is enthusiasm! Contact:
Yng gay seeking correspondence &
Send for "Politics of Phenothiazines,"
Starke, FL 32091.
(5)
Alexa Freeman, P.O. Box 8843, WashSUPPORT LESBIAN MOTHERS
companionship w/other gays. Dennis
booklet analyzing effects of psychiatric
Lesbian Mothers National Defense drugs and economics of drug industry.
ington, DC 20003. (202) 293-1347.
(x)
Interested in correspondence w/M or F.
Morrlsett 041227, P.O. Box 747, Starke,
Fund, 2446 Lorentz Place, W. Seattle, $2.00 from Alliance for the Liberation of
FUNDRAISER WANTED
FL 32091.
(12) M, 23, 6'1", 195 Gemini, very experiWA 98109. (206) 282-5798. Membership Mental Patients, 112 S. 16th St, Phila,
enced, very knowledgeable of myself.
Earn a c·o mmission raising funds for · Charles Burnside 147-935, P.O. Box 69,
$5.00.
Donald E. Lee 151-026, P.O. Box 69,
the Mass. Caucus for Gay Legislation.
PA 19102.
(14)
London, OH 43140.
(12)
London, OH 43140.
(5)
Exciting part-time work. Call after 3,
In New Jersey, the Gay Activist Alli_- NOTICE: For you who demand the best
Yng attr ltallan Libra, 26, brn h, e. John
GBM, new to this country, no family. 17,
M-Th at 742-4811. Thank you.
ance/Morris County meets every Mon- in gay books at the least expense, The
Ansani 064205, P.O. Box 158 F-257-T,
wish to meet other gay people. Race
AD REPS
day at 8:30 p.m. using facilities of
Lambda Book Club is slashing its oneLowell, FL 32663.
(12)
does
not
matter.
Earl
Sutton,
8-016142,
Rapidly expanding Feminist Monthly
Untarian
Fellowship,
Normandy time Membership fee from ten dollars
P-1-N-8,
P.O.
Box
747,
Starke,
FL
32091.
has openings for P.T.-F.T. reps. Salary
Heights Rd., Morristown, NJ. Info: (201) to only $5.00 for a limited time only. For
(5)
based on experience, plus 15% com- 25, 5'7", 160, brn h, e, from St. Pete, FL.
El91-0388.
your five bucks you will regularly
to
correspond
w/other
gays
Would
like
BM, 5'9", 126, .blk h, brn e, honest, ·sinmission. 661-3567.
(x)
receive (via First Class mail) the bioc.T
CLEARSPACE
EVENTS
& maybe receive a visit once in a while.
cere, love reading, writing, meeting new
monthly Bookletters and the Lambda
James Callahan F-9677, P.O. Box 244,
people. Will ans all. Earl Dempsey
20 Gala Halloween Masqueri.cse M & W ,9
Bookllst offering dozens of discounted
S.C.I.G., Gaterford, PA 19426.
(14)
045087, P.O. Box 747, Starke, FL 32091.
selections and alternates from among
22 Steering Committee Mto. 7:30pm
the best titles available in contemporWe get many requests from gays in 26, 5'8", 150. Like dancing, sports,
26 Men's Card & Game Nite 8pm
- - ~ = = - -- - --=..@
making love to that special somebody.
prison to put pen pal ads in for them.
ary gay lit: Novels, humor, art books,
Declared gay, lonely, intelligent, witty,
27 Women's Halloween Party.
Limited space prevents us from print- Who? Anybody who can enjoy making
non-fiction, plus Special Selections. To
seeking any and all communication ·
lpswlch, Call Center
love. Archie Nelson 053915, B-25, P.O.
ing as many of these· ads as we wo1,1ld
help you satisfy your need for gay
from gays wtio are willing to pass along
(14)
like to, since the prisoners do not have Box 158, Lowell, FL32663.
28 elections 3 om
books without the frustrations and hasa bit of their time to a deprived gay.
the funds to pay for their ads. We will
sles of bookstore shopping, you also re22, bind h, bl e, 5'9", 155, very lonely
Emerson Robert Clayton Jackson
29 Gay Men's Concerns
ceive five $1.00 discount coupons,
print more if anyone out there is willing
gay with no one to write. Tim Cole
036557, P.O. 'Box 747, Starke, FL 32091.
30
Gay Men & Lesbians
redeemable toward each $5.00 worth of
to contribute. For each $3 ·we receive 050286, P-2-S-11, P.O. Box 747, Starke,
.
(5)
Discussion 8pm
books ordered. No time limits. No requiwe can print one more pen pal ad. Send
(14)
FL 32091.
29, like reading, writing poems, chess,
3,1 Women's Concerns 8pm
site number of books to buy. Books
checks to Penpals, GCN Box k92.
(c) Please write. Paul J. Glock 152-073,
weight lifting. Very sincere, will ans all.
shipped only when ordered. Plain envepoetry reading
ATTENTION PRISONERS
P.O. Box 69, London, OH 43140.
(14)
I love people. Carl Berry 147-284, P.O.
lopes, of course. Our list is sacrosanct.
If you want us to print your ads, please WM, 26, 150, bind h, bl e. Broad minded,
Box 69, London, OH 43140.
(5)
CLEARSPACE (617) 876-0215
Your satisfaction is · guaranteed. Join
write very neatly and plainly. Print or sincere, no hang-ups, seeking Ing lastGWM, 19, brn h, bl e, 5'2", 123. Like
485 Mass. Ave., Cambridge 02139
today by sending your check or money
use typewriter If possible. Fancy, small ·
ing rel. Darrell Trout 059409, P.O. Box
music, reading, sports. Looking for
order to: The Lambda Book Club, P.O.
NH LAMBDA
or closely-packed writing Is unreadable
747, Starke, FL32091.
(14)
pleasant relationship to continue after
Box 248, Belvidere, NJ 07823. You will
Box 1043, Concord, NH 03301. 332and letters so written will be discarded
release. Will ans all. Thomas Hodges
Lonely prisoner, . poet, impressionistic
receive your membership information,
4440, 889-1416, 224-3785, 399-4927. A
from now on.
035201, P-1-N-3, P.O. Box 747, Starke,
artist, lettering specialist, wri.ter by avodiscount coupons, and your first Bookstatewide lesbian organization, meet(5)
FL 32091.
cation, majoring in business adminisletter and Booklist by return mail. (14)
ing the third Saturday of every month.
tration. Love to correspond w/gay peo22, need companionship. Will ans. all.
Support, education and political action,
23, BM, It complexion, 5'5", 160, very ple who are genuine and full of love &
David Graham 029547, N-1-N-2, P.O. Box
since 1976.
lonely and wislillng to write someone affection. 5'9", 163, 26 yrs old, Pisces,
747, Starke, FL 32091.
(5)
CLARKE WILLIAMSON
Reston
Gay Rap Group meets twice a
who feels same way. Anthony White lovable, Marion Valery Jones 143125,
PUBLISHERS
I would like to correspond with all who
month,
1st
Friday,
3rd
Tuesday
each
068-506, P.O. Box 747, Starke, FL 32091.
P.O. Box 45699, Lucasville, OH 45699.
P.O. Box 89
will write. Leslie Wardwell 059718,
month.
Get
·
it
all
together!
Browns
- (14)
(14)
Deerfield, NH 03037
N-2-S-3, P.O. Box 747, Starke, FL 32091.
Chapel, Rte. 606, Reston, VA 22090. ·
32, Bi, WM, 6'2", 175, blondish red hair.
19, into reading, writing, all types
(5)
BOSTON GAY CATHOLICS
lntere~ted in astrology, music, reading.
sports & meeting interesting people.
76 Parables of Ignorance $2.50
I would very much llke to write to
Dignity/Boston
sponsors
EXODUS
Joe Sahr 155-034, P.O. Box 69, London,
Need someone to write. Steve E. Dole
By Nathaniel Nathan
someone regularly and form a great
MASS,
a
liturgy
for
gay
and.
concerned
OH 43140.
(14)
846695, Box 1500, Cross City FL 32628.
Presently confined at Florida
friendship. I am 21 and just beginning
Catholics, every Sunday at Arlington
. (14)
State Prison, he has earned creSeek sincere corres. 5'10", 158. lnts:
to come out. Joseph Sims, A-96048,
Street Church (Boston), Boylston St.
dentials as a registered minister
chess, scuba diving, dancing. Ans all.
5'6", 132, 25, love a variety of sports,
Box 87, Menard, IL62259.
(5)
entrance, at 5:30pm. For info contact
while
there.
Sampson Hodge 052242-20-2107, P.O.
love to have fun with fun-loving person · Yng, effeminate GM 25, Black, 5'7", HO ' Dignity/Boston, 355 Boylston St., BosBox 747, Starke, FL 32091.
(14)
who is not bashful. Joseph Smith D/C
MA
02114.
Tel.
536-6518.
.
ton,
seeks understanding, friendship, love.
The Greatest Gift $2.50
10 029307, P.O. Box 158, Lowell, FL
26, BM, attend college, enjoy reading,
Will ans all. Kenneth Ruff 152-753, P.O.
Never Be Sick Again $2.50
32663.
(14;
writing, chess, sex, sports. Earl JohnMetropolitan Community Church of
Box 45699, Lucasville, OH 45699.
(5)
By Clarke Williamson
son C-72283, P.O. Box 87, Menard, IL 19, bind h, 5 '6", 145, grn e, gay, like
Boston, services each Sunday at 7:00,
Latin American, 5'10", 179, like to lift
The Truth of Life explained, as62259.
writing, reading, dancing, travel. Born in
p.m. (hymn sing 6:45), 131 Cambridge
weights, will be turning pro boxer in
suring readers that health, abun(14) Paris, getting out soon, .need place to
St., Boston (Old West Church). Edward
1980. Herman Pridgen 065230, H-108,
dance and happiness will be
live,
someone
who
loves
sex
and
is
very
T. Hougen, pastor. Office 523-7664. All
18, 5'11", blk h, brn e, like fishing,
P.O. B_
ox 158, Lowell, FL32663.
(5)
theirs in the New Aquarian Age.
persons are welcome:
camping, traveling; very sincere, gd concerned. If this is you, pis write.
Ny name is Ricky Carcuro and I'm 19
Earine
Jackson
040088,
P-2-N-8,
P.O.
lkng, slim. Earl Sampson 059667, PO
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY
yrs old, 144 lbs, light brown hair, and
Flesh or No Flesh $2.50
(11)
Box 1500, Cross City, FL 32628
(14) Box 747, Starke, FL 32091.
CHURCH OF WORCESTER
green eyes. I'd like to write to someone
By Clarke Williamson
20, 6', 150, brn e, h. Into religion, read- 25, 5 '8", 135, brn h, bl e. Looking for
Church service at 2 Wellington St., 7pm
sincere. 063536, C-28-B, P.O. Box 1500,
Vegetarianism explored from a
ing, writing, camping, meeting serious that special person to bulld a relationSundays. Potluck Supper and ComCross City, FL 32628.
moral, economic and practical
minded people. Edward Engle, P.O. Box ship. Ronal Cook 051016, A-90-8, P.O.
munion every Weds. at 7pm. 753-8360.
point of view.
Young, sincere and lonely man looking
(11)
(14) Box 667, Bushnell, FL 33513.
1500, Cross City, FL 32628.
AFFIRMATION
for correspondence as I'm very lonely
Single articles $2.50 each
Would care to hear from anyone who Gay, 24 yers old, blond hair, blue eyes,
For United Methodist Lesbian and Gay
and have no one to write to. I'm black,
All four articles $8.00
cares for someone who has nothing and
Male Concerns-New England Chaploves to be loved; in prison ·now but not
5'10", 27 years old. White or black. I'll
(Quantity prices upon request)
no one. Bobby Wortham 147740, P.O.
for long. Jim Jacobs 058493, P.O. Box
ter. For more Information and/or
answer all. Shephard Meggett 058677,
Box 45699, Lucasville, OH 45699.
(14) 747, Starke, FL 32091.
·
support reply to GCN _Box 985.
P.O. Box 747, Starke, .FL 32091.
Julian Wright Moving Company
Licensed and insured. Reliable.
Experienced
661-2958
(16)
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